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THE 

STATE COINAGE OF CONNECTICUT 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF VARIETIES 

By iienry c. mjller 

Collectors of American Colonial coins have found considerable dif¬ 
ficulty in arranging the copper issues of the State of Connecticut for 
the years 1785 to 1788. Mr. Crosby’s “Early Coins of America,” pub¬ 
lished in 1875, contains a partial list of types, and Dr. Hall in 1892 
furnished a description of the then known varieties and combinations 
of the year 1787. Their work, excellent as far as it goes, only partly 
covers the ground. Some corrections and changes are called for and 
new material has resulted from later researches. 

At the request of many collectors it has been decided to publish the 
present revised catalogue of varieties. The object is twofold : first, to 
furnish a detailed description, as nearly complete as possible, of all 
known dies and their combinations ; second, to simplify and systematize 
the arrangement so that any specimen may be readily placed. Wher¬ 
ever available free use has been made of the data given by Crosby, Hall 
and Hays, and valuable assistance lias been rendered by other numis¬ 
matists. Especial acknowledgments are due to Messrs. Frederick A-. 
Canfield of Dover, N. J., Hillyer Ryder of Carmel, N. Y., David Pros- 
key of New York City, and Dr. Geo. R. Ross of Lebanon, Pa.; also to 
Howland Wood of the American Numismatic Society for important aid 
in preparing the list for publication. 

In the year 1789 a petition was presented by John Read of Boston 
to the Governor and General Court at New Haven, asking aid in pro¬ 
curing a patent from the Crown to coin copper for circulation in Conn- 
e< ti< ut. It is conjectured that this application had some connection with 
the operations of John Higley of Granby, who, without official authority, 
for several years had been coining copper three-pence on his own ac¬ 
count. No action appears to have been taken in regard to this petition 
and for nearly half a century the currency of Connecticut consisted 
almost entirely of depreciated paper with a scanty supply of English 
half-pence. ‘ ’ b ' 
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By act of the General Assembly of Connecticut in October, 1785, 

authority was granted to Samuel Bishop, Joseph Hopkins, James llill- 

house and John Goodrich to establish a mint for the manufacture of 

copper coins. The dies were made by Abel Buel of New Haven, but 

unauthorized issues of light weight and inferior workmanship circu¬ 

lated freely together with the legalized coins. The historic details in 

regard to the Connecticut coinage are given at length in Crosby’s 
“ Early Coins of America.” 

One general design was employed for the entire four years. 

Obverse — Laureated head with bust either mailed or draped. 
Legend — auctori conxec 

Reverse — The goddess of Liberty, seated, facing left, an olive branch in her 

right hand, staff surmounted by liberty cajJ in her left. 

Legend — inde et lib 

Date in exergue. Borders milled or serrated. Edges plain. 

The coins of Connecticut vary greatly in weight. Specimens are 

found weighing not more than 108 grains, while others range from 108 

to 184 grains. In some cases the lighter coins are probably counterfeits 

of the time, but many of light weight, undoubtedly authentic, are from 

the same dies as the heavier ones. In fact the weight and character of 

the planchet seems to have been regarded of little importance. 

Overstrikes are frequent, resulting sometimes in a curious mixing 

of legends. For this purpose the Nova Constellatio and New Jersey 

issues appear to have been especially favored. 

Owing to the scarcity of Coppers in the Colonial period from 1783 

to the establishment of the United States mint, the country was flooded 

with a quantity of counterfeit and light weight British half-pence. 

Some of these were sent from abroad, but the close resemblance of 

others to the Connecticut coins is fairly conclusive evidence that many 

of these half-pence were struck in that State. As the legends on these 

pieces bear no reference to Connecticut they are not included in this 

list. On the other hand no attempt has been made to decide on the 

legality of any of the coins with the legend auctori conneo. They were 
all made at the same epoch, some by fairly competent hands, others 

evidently by novices in die-sinking. 
According to our list the number of dies is as follows: Obverse 

11)9, Reverse 180. Of 1785 there 21 obverse and 20 reverse dies; of 

1786, 21 obverse and 20 reverse; 1787 affords the greatest number, 129 
obverses and 124 reverses, while 1788 gives us only 28 obverses and 20 
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reverses. In this enumeration Crosby’s obverses 23 and 3b are not in¬ 
cluded. No authentic specimens of these numbers have been located, 

and it is altogether probable that his descriptions of them were made 

from worn or imperfect pieces of other types. As the evidence against 

them is of course purely negative, these numbers have been retained 

for the present in the type-tables, but excluded from the list of com¬ 

binations. 

On account of the marked differences in punctuation and in the 

ornamental devices on many of the dies, together with the curious 

blunders in the spelling of the legends, this series affords a fertile and 
most interesting field for the collector of varieties. 

It has seemed best, as far as possible, to retain the obverse types 

of Crosby and Hall, but a simpler method of denoting the reverses has 

been adopted. Obverse varieties of types 33 and 37 of 1787 evidently 

were numbered by Dr. Hall mostly in the order in which he found 

them. As these varieties are numerous it requires more patience than 

most collectors possess to locate a specimen according to Hall’s list. It 

is believed that the more systematic method here employed will render 
the task much easier. 

The question of rarity is one that admits of some difference of 

opinion. The degrees given by Crosby in many cases require modifi¬ 

cation. From the personal examination of many thousands of coins 

and the conclusions of active collectors it may be assumed that the 

estimates here given are approximately correct. Varieties marked C, 

IF and IF may generally be procured in good condition ; those of IF’, 

K and It are much harder to find, while specimens of IF’, even when 

poor, are seldom obtainable. In fact a number of the varieties of IF' 

are described from a single piece, the only one known. So many of 

the Connecticuts were weakly and imperfectly struck that really fine, 

well-centered pieces of all but a very few of the types are decidedly 
rare. 

While the table of combinations is the most comprehensive one 

} et published it is, of course, possible that from time to time a few 

additional mulings may be found. Such pieces'may safely be consid¬ 
ered of the highest rarity. 

For the convenience of those familiar with Dr. Hall’s descriptions 
his corresponding numbers of 1787 are given in parallel columns. 
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TABLE OF TYPES 

1785 — Ouve KS K 

Type 
Head 

Legend and Punctuation With Reverse 
Cost 

Dies all® 

1 Bight. AUCTORI. CON NEC. 1 E 
.> U AUCTORI (Lower dot of 1st colon clear of head) CONNEC: 2 A 

A(od«> 
0 U AUCTORI (Lower dot of colon close on head) CONNEC: 5 A, B, F, L C 
4 t. AUCTORI (Lower dot of colon partly on head) CONNEC: 4 A, C, D,F 8 H 
5 Cl AUCTORI (Lower dot of colon half on head) CONNEC: ii f 
6 AUCTORI (Colon and 1 part on head) CONNEC: 

X A, F, G, I, 
K, M 

7% nsM* 7 Left A U (TORI CONNEC Z D 
8 Cl AUCTORI CONNEC: 1 U 

1786 — On verse 

Type 
Head 

Facing 
l.llSt Legend and Punctuation 

No. of 

Dies 
With Reverse 

1 Bight Mailed 
fc) U U 

4 Left 

u 
u 

AUCTORI 

AUCTORI • 

AUCTORI : 

AUCTORI 

5 “ AUCTORI: 

17^7- 291 
Draped auctori: 

u auctori : ♦ 
Mailed uctori : 

CONNEC 

CONNEC• 

CONNEC: 

CONNEC 

CONNEC: 

CONNEC: 

♦ ( ONNEC : * 

CONNNEC: 

1 
»> 

1 

A 
A, 1) 
I) 

^1*3 

1 
1 
1 

(7, B 
B, C, F, G, II, I, L, 
M, N, O, P, Q, B 

K 
K 
() 

F 

4= tVtk/ if, 
S'-=S,4b^^ 
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1785 — Reverse 

Type Legend and Punctuation 
No. of 

Dies 

With 

Obverse 

A INDE 
SL//) t&-V= Crrr —0 

3II &l/ ETLIB : 4 2, 3, 4, 6 
B INDE ETL1B I 1 3 
C INDE Gl/ ETLIB I 1 4 
D INDE : At--; 7l/;) ETLIB : 1 4, 7,8 
E INDE . 

a// Gi/ 
ETLIB . 1 1 

F INDE : ■8> ETLIB : 5 3, 4, 5, 6 
Ct INDE : # ■§> GV (0* ET LIB : 2 6 

H INDE : V ET • LIB I 8 4, 5 
I INDE : ETLIB I 1 6 
K INDE : V 

GV7 ETLIB : 2 3, 6 
L INDE : fir GV ETLIB I 1 3 
M INDE : ❖ ET LIB <g> 1 6 

1786 — Reverse 

Type Legend and Punctuation 
No. of 

Dies 

With 

Obverse 

A ET LIB QV INDE 1 1,2 
B INDE ET LIB 2 5 
c INDE ET LIB : 1 5 (?) 
J) INDE . ET LIB . 4 2,3 
E INDE: v £ee J ET LIB : 1 5 (?) 
F INDE . ET LIB i 1 5 
G INDE : ET • LIB : 1 4,5 
II INDE : S i f ET • LIB : 2 5 
I inde : •> ET • LIB : 1 5 
K INDE : -3- ET - LIB : 1 0, 7 
L INDE : ET - LIB : 1 5 
M INDE ET LIB 1 5 
N INDE : - -I- - ET • LIB : 1 5 
0 inde : • ET LIB I 2 5 
R INDE : s-e* S i H ET - LIB : 1 5 

Q INDE : ( -n , - H£- (tr, ^.7) ET - LIB : 1 5 
R inde : GV ET - LIB I 1 4, 5 

lND£‘- (S»<rr) kjfl ^,4 <UzvJ) £T- UP: i 5 
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1787 — Obverse 

Bust Legend and Punctuation 
No. of 
Dies 

With Reverse Cn ' 
_ »J. 

Mailed AUCTORI CONNEC 4 

U AUCTORI CONNEC l- 

u AUCTORI CONNEC• 1 

J7S* “ 
AUCTORI • CONNEC • 1 

>' “ 
• AUCTORI • • CONNEC 1 

✓7 u • AUCTORI• • CONNEC • 2 

i 

:: 

AUCTORI : CONNEC: 

AUCTORI : connec : i 

u X AUCTORI + X X CONNEC x i 

u + AUCTORI x x + + CONNEC + i 

u ♦ AUCTORI * ♦ CONNEC * 3 

“ AUCTORI. » CONNEC «> 1 

u AUCTORI * * CONNEC * 1 

cc * AUCTORI * CONNEC. •* 1 

V r 

A 

VI 

AUCTORI » • • CONNECT » » 

-16 U Draped AUCTORI : CONNEC: 

17 cc cc AUCTORI : - + -CONNEC : 

18 u cc AUCTORI : + + CONNEC 

19 cc cc AUCTORI : + + CONNEC: 

20 
u cc AUCTORI : * * CONNEC: 

21 
<c cc AUCTORI : X -+-CONNEC: X 

22 u cc AUCTORI : * + CONNEC: X 

23 cc cc AUCTORI : +- - + - CONNEC : -+- 

24 cc cc - + - AUCTORI : -+-CONNEC: 

25 cc cc » AUCTORI : X CONNEC : 

26 cc cc * AUCTORI : X CONNEC ; x- 

27 
cc cc + AUCTORI : X X CONNEC: X 

28 cc cc AUCTORI : * 4 CONNEC: 

17^ 29 cc cc AUCTORI : * 4 CONNEC: 4 

30 cc cc AUCTORI : © , * CONNEC: » 

31 cc cc » AUCTORI : » * CONNEC: 

t 32 
cc cc © AUCTORI . » © CONNEC. 4 

1 ^ 33 cc cc © AUCTORI : » # CONNEC: # 

34 cc cc AUCTORI : €- CONNEC : «- 

35 cc cc AUCTORI : * ■9 CONNEC : «• 

JJ. — 36 
Cb cc * AUCTORI : 6- -» CONNEC: 

37 cc cc ♦ AUCTORI : * -» CONNEC : * 

38 cc cc AUCIORI : + CONNEC:X 

39 cc cc * AUCTOUI : «- ■9 CONNEC : «- 

40 cc cc AUCTOPI * 4 CONNEC 

41 cc cc 4 AUCTOPI : * 4 CONNEC: 

42 cc cc 4 AUCTOPI : 4 CONNEC. 4 

13 cc cc © AUCTORI . t © CONNFC. 4 

44 cc cc » AUCTORI : 4 CONNEC: » 

45 cc cc - X - AUCTORI : - +- - X- CONNEC: - + - 

46 cc cc *' AUCTORI; X- - X- CONNEC : -X- 

47 cc cc * auctori:-X- - X - CONNEC: 

48 cc cc .» auctori : «-• ..-9 CONNEC : «■ 

49 cc cc © auctori : «• » © CONNEC : © 

1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
v 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
1 
2 
S 9 

* j 
2 

? O 
1 

A, C, L, YV, WW 
—fi-- 

G 
L 
P 
M ( /to* / • r. J*5V Ac 7, /W) 
I 
N, 0 
D, E, R 
E 
E, Iv 
Q 
D 

H 

JLJUL 
], m, n, p, u, NN e 

g 
g 

a 
DD 

t- 
g, FF 
b, m 
R, k k, A A 
a 
m, n, o 
N, n, o, p, aa 
X, hh 

~~ c. 
0 A 

f 

U t! 

U15 

1 

2 
1 

1 
1 

% 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

(tn.U > oc 

X, Z, aa, F 
T, W, Z, 1, q, r, s, ft', 
gg, hit, II, KIv, SS 

k’ ff * „ (f 
k, 1, ff 

B, e, h, i, k, cc, ff, 
IIII, LL, HR, TT 

i,»6& 
h, ee, ff 
N, kk 
ii 
o, kk 
Y, X 
w, z 
cc 
BB 
a 
f r 

z 

*'<)1 

fa V 

4 il 
V 317 - " It^.ie ^V 

1,9 « 

• i-Ju ONJ'FC 
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1787 — Reverse 

XX 

nn 

Typo Legend and Punctuation BorC'i 

WE = 

No. of 

/•Dies 
With Obverse 

A ET LIB INDE 1 1 

B INDE ET LIU WE 1 2, 87 

C INDE • ET LIB 1 1 

D + INDE + ET + + * + LIB ♦ + wc 1 9, 13 

E 4 INDE ft ET 4 ft LID 4 4 wc 1 9, 10, 11 

F ft INDE » ET» » « » LIB « « 1 15, 50, SAl37_ 

G INDE * ET LIB * 1 3, 52 

H INDE • ET * * LIB. ** 46 1 14 

I INDE : ET LIB. 1 7 

Iv 4 INDE ft 4 ET LIB 4 w£ 1 11 

L INDE • ET . LIB • 1 1, 4 

M INDE : * * * ET • LIB : 1 6 

N INDE * * 4 ETLIB 4 1 8, 29, 40 

0 4 INDE : * * * ETLIB : * 1 8 
P IN DE • ET LIB • we 1 5 
Q IN DE • ETLIB • « W£ 1 12 
R + IND xx * ET +1 X + + LIB * + V Boo^i. - 1 9, 15 
s ft INDL 4 ET ft ft LIB ft 1 15 
T 4 INDEI ft ft ft ETLIB ! ft 2 33 
V ft INDE. 4 ft » * ET LIB 'Oj ,uv, r ? ? (.. 
W ft INDE : • * * * ETLIB I 6 33, 44 
X ft INDE . ft ft ft « ETLIB . * * 7 30, 32. •? ' 
Y ft INDE . * — * - » ft ETLIB . 4 1 43 
Z ft INDE : * * • * ETLIB : » 24 32, 33, 44, 49 
a X INDE : - + + — -+ - ETLIB : 8 20, 26, 27, 29, 47 
b X INDE : - +-+ — + - ETLIB : 1 25 
c + -INDE : -+-+ - -+ - ETLIB ! 9 V 

d •* INDE: + + ETUI! : ? ? 
e + INDE : .e-s-- + ETLIB : n 1 er us -. 1 37 
f — + - -INDE : + + — + - ET - LIB : ? ? ' 
g - + - -INDE : - +-+ - - +- ET — LIB I 5 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 48 
h + INDE I .e-«r- X ET - LIB : 2 37, 39 
i + INDE : ,c-c-- ss ET — LIB : X 1 37 
k ss INDE ! -cr ET — LIB : 5 34, 36, 37 
1 4« INDE : .6-«- fL 44 )ET - LIB ! { 2 16, 33, 36, 38 
m * INDE * » ♦ ET - LIB * 1 16, 25, 28 
n ft INDE : * * ft ET - LIB ! 1 16, 28, 29 
0 4 INDE * * ETLIB ft 1 28, 29, 42 
p 4 INDE * 4 * ETLIB * 1 16, 29 
q INDE:» « * & ETLIB i • 1 33 
r ft INDE:« « ft ET LIB ! 5 31, 33 
s ft INDE ! ft ft « ET - LIB : • 2 33 
u A INDE ® » * ETLIB 1 16 ) P< ■ >*/ 

aa o FNDE . * « » ft ETLIB . ft 1 32 
bb X INDE : - +-+ - - + - ETLIR I ? ? 

cc ■sr INDE : tc*. XX ET-LIR : 2 37 
dd >4 INDE : .6-«- ♦ ET-LIR : t ? ? 

ee INDE : «=-«■. et-lir: i 39 
ff INDE : >4 ET-LIR : * 2 33, 34, 36, 37, 39 
gg 

ft INDE! ft ft ft ETLIR : 4 2 81, 33 
hh 0- INDE : e « « * ETLIR:# 2 30, 33 

22 
7-C 

24 

7 

4 y 
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1787 — Obverse 

Type 
Head 

Facing 
Bust Legend and Punctuation 

No. of 

Dies 
With Reverse 

50 Left Draped » AUCTORI . a* ® CONNLC . » i F 
—51— -II "" u . ■ ———f^ame as 29* ) 

5‘2 Right M ailed AUCTORI CONNEC. i G 
53 Left- Draped -9 AUCTORI : & • CONNEC : «• i FF 

—54 -U-- tfr - -( Same as 21 ) 

■- U  t E 

56 
ff e,A0C Torn : « £ CGNNi c : 1 X* 

f / 

1 
5: /\|9 

(AM 
/vV 

l+frtv- 

w ' a;h -t 

1788 — Obverse 

re-P 

I 

I 7V7. H 

1777. | 

nil 

/ 

i ) 

Type Legend and Punctuation 

1 AUCTORI 

2 4 AUCTORI 

3 *:» AUCTORI * 

4 AUCTORI * 

5 * AUCTORI # 

(> AuiaoRi 4 

■ T~ 4- AUCTORI 4- 

8 AUCTORI. 4 

9 AUCTORI — 

10 AUCTORI * 

11 4 AUCTORI 

12 * AUCTORI ♦ 

13 4 AUCTORI 4 

T? -ft) AUCTORI 4 

15 « AUCTORI 49 

16 ft AUCTORI. 49 

17 9 AUCTORI. 4 

l MAlPV (>57 P. I 

MAI If ijr y o P.V 57* 
lcft 

1,1# m7. 

p/?/>ra> 

up' 

No. of 

Dies 
With Reverse 

CONNEC 1 I 

CONNEC * 1 D 
4 CONNEC * 2 B 

4 CONNEC «> 2 B, K, R 
* CONNEC -b i B 
4 CONNEC * i II 
4 ~CONNEC * ~T~ E, F, Iv 

CONNEC » l K 

CONNEC * l E 
4 CONNEC * i G 
4 CONNEC * l G 
4 CONNEC * 2 C, E f 

4 CONNLC « 1 _A_- 

9 CONNEC * 2 A, L 
» CONNEC. « 2 L, P 
4 CONNEC. * 6 D, II, L, N, C 
4 CONNLC. « 1 0, Q 
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1787 — Reverse 

Type Legend and Punctuation 
No. of 

Dies 
With Obverse 

ii * INDE :* * * ETIIB : 1 -u 

kk ♦ INDE : * M ♦ ETIIB : * 2 26, 40, 42 

A A •* INDE:+ -+ + ETLIB : i 26 

BB X INDE : + —+ - + ETLIB . i 46 

CC + inde : -a? - - +- ET LIB : i 45 

DD - + - -INDE : + — + - - + - ET-L1B : i 21 

EE ft INDE : » — * - - «> ET-LIB : « i 38 

FF -+ - -INDE : + + + ET-LIB : i 24, 53 

GG -1NDE : - + = + — - +— ET-LIB : i 38 

HII ■se- INDE : «r ET-LIB : €* i 37 
II <§? INDE fjf% » « T$ ft ETLIB ft i 33 
KK ft INDE : ft ft # ET LIB : » i 33 
LL ★ INDE:* * * ET • I IB : * i 37 
NN ★ INDE:* * * ET • LIB I 2 16 

^ XX" RR ■5 6- INDE : •€-€■- -*«■ ET-LIB : e- 1 37 
SS ft INDE I « ‘as,’ -■# ET • LIB : « 1 33 
TT -INDE ft ft ft - ETLIB : « 1 37 
YV INDE ETLIB • 1 1 
WW ET LIB L\Pj. rrp in6ht INDE . 1 1 

XX ee IN DC ; 

tu) (»rr tit 

-5><r. ETl 56 

X i 
tiM, A— 

1788 — Reverse 

Type Legend and Punctuation 
No. of 

Dies 
With Obverse 

] LIU ' 
A ft INDE « ET » ft ft LIB ft 2 13, 14 
B INDE * ET 3-3 GV LIB * 2 3, 4, 5 
C INDE * ET wc G\j LIB ♦ 1 10, 12 
D INDE * ET * 3’j Gv LIB * 1 2, 16 
E INDE * ET * we G\j * LIB <h 1 7, 9, 12 
F INDE * ET » WC GV * LIB * 1 7, 12 
G INDE * ET * WE Gy # LIB * 1 11 
H • INDE. * o ft ETLIB. ft 1 6, 16 
I INDE x vum a/ JA' ■ic ET • LIB 1 1 
Iv # INDE * GV ET * LIB * 1 4, 7, 8 
L ft INDE • ET « Gv ft LIB. ft 2 14, 15. 16 
M 
XT 

INDE • ET ft ft ft LIB. ft y 

rv
, 

II 

£V
. 

ft IN DE. ft ft ft ft ETLIB. ft i 16 
0 ft INDL. ET ft ft GV 84 ft LIB. ft i 16, 17 
p ft INDE • ET ft ft Gv 1ft ft LIB. ft i 15 
Q ft INDE • ET ft ift ft LIB. ft i 17 
I i. * inde * 4mmm: WE -? * LIB ♦ i 4 

FT /T L/; 

u i B E 

M 
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DESCRIPTIVE LIST OE VARIETIES 

1785 OBVERSE 

Types 1 to 6 have mailed bust facing right. 

Obverse 1. 

AUCTORI. CONNEC. 

Fillet-ends long, ending between the bust and the legend. 1—E (R4)-p 

Obverse 2. 

AUCTORI : connec : 

Lower dot of colon clear of head. Both fillet-ends point at A. 

2—A1 (R3). 2—A4 (R3) 

Obverse 3. 

AUCTORI : connec : 

Lower dot of colon very close to or touching head. 

Var. 1. A single sprig from near top of front leaf turns back over forehead. 

DepressiorrfTpef cheek. Upper curved line of mail ends abruptly at lower left corner 

and does not connect with inner line. Five dots below upper curved line. Four dots 

on mail above breast. M L& ■ A0C- O 1**1- '-l 31—A3 (R3). 31—L 

Var. 2. A single sprig from near top of upper front leaf is joined by a second, 

both terminating in a prominent berry on forehead, t slopes to right, its top above 

adjoining c. l low. The curved lines of the mail at lower left corner form a rounded 

extremity. Lower curved line double. 32—L (R3) 

Var. 3. Two sprigs from top leaf arch over forehead. Colons heavy. Last 

colon close to c and low. 33—F3 (R4) 

Var. 4. A single sprig from top leaf branches over forehead, arching backward, 

the upper termination heavy and connecting with top of front leaf. Both colons low, 

the dots smaller than in var. 3. At lower left corner the mail ends in a sharp point. 

34—F1 (R3). 34—F2 (R3) 

Var. 5. Four hair locks emerge from upper front leaf, uniting over forehead. 

Top of x above that of c. A line joins x and 0 at top. Letters of connec irregular 

with EC low 3°—B (R2) 

Obverse If. 

auctori: connec: 

Lower dot of colon partly on head. 

Var. 1. Head and legend very large. Lower fillet-end near a. au widely 

spaced. Last colon much nearer to C than to mail. Hail blushed downwaid. Ihe 

usual variety of the Negro Head. 41 F4 (R1) 

Var. 2. Similar to var. 1, but hair brushed back. Lower dot of last colon heavy. 

The rare variety of the Negro Head. 4- (R8) 

Of this variety only one authentic specimen is known. 
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Var. 3. Lower fillet-end distant from A. auctori closely spaced. Hair brushed J/j,' 

back, forehead receding. Last colon midway between c and mail. Break from lower 

left corner of mail. A- (R3). 43 D (H4) 

Var. 4. Four hair locks from upper front leaf unite in a prominent berry over 

forehead. Mail at lower left corner lias rounded extremity. Long pointed nose, lips 

thick. Upper fillet points between A and u. EC low. 44—C (R4). 44—I) (R4) 

Obverse 5. 
AUCTORI : connec : 

Lower dot of colon half on head. 

Var. 1. Lower fillet-end distant from A, upper one rather close to u. auc 

closely spaced. Lower dot of last colon slightly below line of c. c in connec closed. 

Neck large and badly shaped. Two oblong die-breaks between chin and bust. 

51—F6 (R4) 

Var. 2. auc more widely spaced than in var. 1. Upper fillet-end further fyom "/, . | ,; ■ , ., 

u. Lower dot of last colon below line of c. Colons further from i and c than in var. c[- f-" _ 

1. Period-like dot in field between upper part of mail and last colon. 52—F5 (R4) A f 

Obverse 6. 

auctori : connec : 

Lower dot of colon entirely on head. I partly on head. 

Var. 1. Prominent berry on forehead. Tail of R close to I and touches head. >JX ■ 

Last colon distant from mail and much nearer c. 61—A1 (R3) | 

Var. 2. Tail of R touches i but is clear of head. Last colon close to c and low. 

Breaks near milling before connec, on head in front of wreath, and from forehead 

through face and field to corner of mail. 62—F1 (R4) 

Var. 3. Fillet-ends between bust and A. A touches upper fillet. Hair very 

coarse, c distant from forelock. 63—G1 (R3)- 63—G2 (R4) 

Var. 4. Lower fillet-end distant from A. Lower left corner of mail ends in 

sharp point. T in auctori high. Last colon nearly equi-distant from c and mail. 

Die-break at foot of A, in late impressions connecting a with mail. 

64—F5 (R5). 64—I (R3). 64—K1 (R5) 

Var. 5. Fillet-ends between bust and A. Letters light and tall, i low and pro¬ 

longed below the bottom of R. Last colon more distant from the bust than in var. 3. 

Die-break over nne. 65—M (R5) 

_Obverse 7. ...... _______ . .uT 
^_yy" AUCTORI CONNEC T~T) (/U / 

^ 1 Mailed bust facing left. Head of'86. Milling fine, but most of it lacking. ' 

2 Apgqat'awnnwujjliuii* a Heavy die-break from neck through lower end of the fillets. 
G- i ir |-t C t r 7?—D (R®) 

Obverse 8. 

JJi. 

;XL 

Jt . 

AUCTORI : connec : 

Mailed bust facing left. Similar to type 7 but with the addition of colons to the 

legend. Large letters. Oblong break in field in front of nose. One of the rarest 

types of 1785. Crosby found only one. 8_I) (Ru) 
JtJ,, ; r 1 ' • 

■v 
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yn. 

'JdL. 

1785 REVERSE 

Reverse A 

INDE : ETLIB : 

Goddess of Liberty seated, facing left, olive branch in right hand, liberty pole 

with cap in left. 

Var. 1. Branch-hand points at d and space between D and e. Branch very close 

to inner dot of colon, its top about on a level with upper part of colon, b a trifle low. 

Last colon also low, the lower dot nearer b. 2_A1. 6—A1 

Var. 2. Branch-hand points at e and space between e and colon. Inner dot 

partly on branch which extends considerably above colon. Last colon not far from 

date-line. In date 1 broad and high. 43_42 

Var. 3. Branch-hand points at first colon. Branch curved. The folds of the 

skirt very prominent. E in inde low and out of position. Lower dot of colon close 

to stem of branch. Vl f D L . 1. b <■' £ 0 fa* ■ 31—43 

Var. 4. Branch-hand points at d and space between d and e. Top of upper 

leaf considerably above colon. A second scroll projects downward from shield directly 

over the figure 5. 2—A4 

Reverse B. 

INDE : ETLIB : 

Branch-hand opposite E. Cross formed by four irregular heavy dots with light 

connecting line. Top of branch close to cross. Lower dot of first colon close to leaves 

on left. Base of e’s defective. Compare Rev. Iv and Rev. L. 35—B 

Reverse 0. 

INDE ETLIB : 

s 

The second group of 4 dots irregular. Leaves of branch close. Date wide. 

44—C 

Reverse D. 

inde: etlib: 1 / {< > , 
E A.r'C, - . / 

Branch-hand opposite colon. Stem of branch thin and weak. Eive leaves on 

left, fmH*- on right, f 7' 5 u, r.'A >• 43—D. 44—D. 7—I). 8—D 
5 71 p 

Reverse E. 

INDE. • ^ DT DID . 

u W Periods large and heavy. Figures of date small. Top of 5 touches date line. 

1—E 

Reverse F. 

INDE : # ET LIB : 

Var. 1. Branch-hand points at D. I in inde distant from date line. First colon 

low, the lower dot very close to e and merging into outer leaf of branch. Li close at 

base. Last colon close to b. Break through top of 8, extending more than half way 

towards 5. / t\Jl 34—P1. O2—P1 
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Var. 2. Hranch-liand points at first colon and space between E and colon, i in 

INDK distant from date line, but not so far as in var. 1. First colon low, but clear of J[ 

15 and branch. Lower curve of n defective. 34- 
\e' '1 \ ■ ‘1 * 

Var. 3. Branch-hand points at first colon, linear date line. Upper date line 

heavy. First colon sloping and further from E than in var. 5. 38—F3 17 o'q 

Var. 4. Branch-hand points at E. Letters of legend heavy. Third leaf on left 

of branch touches inner dot of colon. Lower dot of last colon close to rim of shield. 

Ctc '1’ u ■ J J4 ^ 41—F4. 42—F4 i.U 

Var. 5. Branch-hand points at first colon. Large, heavy letters. J in inde near 

date line. Last colon low, rather distant from shield. Date lines uniform. 

5*—F5. 64—Fs d{ . 

Reverse G 
inde : cg> et liu : 

Var. 1. Top of branch opposite centre of first quatrefoil. Liberty cap unusually 

large. Date line ends opposite foot of Liberty. ^ 63_G1 

Var. 2. Top of branch about level with lowest part of first quatrefoil. Liberty 
cap small. \! s-rf ^ tsOnt, g3_ Q2 

Reverse H. 
INDE : v ET-LIB : 

Crosby gives this reverse with obverses 4 and 5. 

Reverse 1. 

inde : ET I.Ili 

Lower dot of first colon close to branch and might be taken for a leaf. Stem 

heavy and continuous. I slants to left. N is further from i than from d. The punctua¬ 

tion after first colon shows 4 regularly placed period-like dots, under which is a comma 

nearly united to the lowest dot. Late impressions show die-breaks from i to milling, 

between n and d, and between t and L. There are also cracks along the top of tl 

and the base of lib. gi_j 

Reverse K. 
inde : et liu : 

In woin specimens it is not easy to distinguish the group of 4 large periods from 

the heavy cross in Rev. B. and Rev. L. In such cases the type must be determined 

from other details which show a marked difference. 

Var. 1. lop of i above top of n in inde. Foliage abundant, top leaf discon¬ 

nected. Bottom of i double-cut. Branch-hand points at E and space between e and 

colon. Last colon near date line. gi_ 

-Virrr^~ Top of i and N nearly on same plane. Base of both e’s defective. Last 

colon distant from date line. -Uaaaifaly ^duplication of Rev. B, with the connecting 

1.c 2BK 
Reverse L. 

lines of the cross not showing- 
O 

INDE : ET Dili : 

The group following first colon is a heavy cross like Rev. B with addition of 4 
irregularly shaped dots. Branch-hand points at E. ■ 

4P. 
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Specimens sharp enough to show the dots added to the cross are very scarce. 

Pieces not showing these dots might easily be classified as Rev. B. The branch, how¬ 

ever, is quite different from B. 81—L. 82—L 3 

Reverse M. 
IN HE : KT LI I! : <§> 

Branch-hand points above colon. Letters tall. First quatrefoil about twice as 

far from colon as from head, l.'pper dot of both colons low. Date line double, the 

upper stroke the heavier. Not in Crosby. 65—M 

1786 OBVERSE 

A UCTOllI 

Obverse 1. 
ION NEC 

Mailed bust facing right. Rudely cut die with heavy features and double chin. 

Ribbon bow with long, coarse ribbon-ends. Sometimes struck on light planchets. 

1—A (IP) 

Obverse 
A UCTOllI • CONN EC • 

Mailed bust facing right. 

Var. 1. Head of better work than in type 1. Ribbon-ends lighter and NK more 

widely spaced. Eight leaves in wreath. Periods opposite centre of letters. 

21—A (IP). 21—D3 (IP) 

Var. 2. Head large, similar to Obv. 8. Broad shoulders. Periods opposite 

lowest part of letters. A distant from mail. Not in Crosby. 22—D2 (IP) 

Obverse ■>. 
AUCTORI • CONNECI 

Mailed bust right. Head large, largest of the year. A near mail. All letters in 

CONNEC distant from head. 3—IP (IP). 8 D* (IP) 

Obverse !/.. 
AUCTORI CONNEC 

Mailed bust left. 

Var 1 Coarse, serrated milling. Letters in CONNEC all touch milling. 
I'Cu, d/. 41—G (IP) 

Var. 2. Fine milling. Heavy break from neck through fillet-ends. Same die 

as ( )bv. 7lof 1785. £**.<** 42—R (IP) 

Obverse 0. 

AUCTORI : 1 u.\ N EC : 

Mailed bust left. 
Var. 1. Coarse, serrated milling. The upper border of mail beneath the throat 

consists of a double curved line and is not fluted. The tail of the ^extends too far £ 

to the right. Break through atur_^ 0 foO o1 —IP (IP) 

Var. 2. Upper dot of both colons low. Last colon sloping, the upper dot nearer 

c. Four leaves on back of wreath. Three stemmed berries within wreath. Lowest 



Tim Static C’oinaui 

(■v .f i • Pc } J 

OK ( ON N IC< "I'M 'U'l 

& l/C; 
1780 

Fine milling. ight break at left of 
02(R6) * 

' ■ 1 t' •• u 
curl ends in a berry which it partly includes. 
o in connec. ">2—H1 (R5). “>2—I (ll:i). 

Var. 3. “Hercules Head.” Bust and letters deeply cut. Scowling face, neck 
i long, extending above the top of it 

i \ / n r. 0 

rSS 

thick, chin rectangular. Same die as ()bv. 7 
V! of 1787. 5s—B2 (RH). 6»—Cx(Rfi). 58—N (R3) ' 

Var. 4. Coarse, serratedr-milling. Letters NEC touch milling. Semi-spherical 1 
protrusion below the front mail. In the field above the fillets a short hyphen-like line. 

N 
la. MN 

Upper dot of both colons low. 54—G (R2). 54—O1 (R2). 54—N (RH) 

Var. 5. Four leaves on front, three on back of wreath. Semi-circle below mail. 
Edges of leaves rough and irregular. Lowest curl encircles a berry. Milling line. 
First colon sloping, the lower dot nearer i. Upper dot of last colon nearly level with J 
top of c. Break from upper fillet. o5—M (R3) 

Var. 6. Four leaves on back of wreath. Milling fine. Semi-circular line below pa \ 
mail. Both colons low, dots large and heavy. V-shaped break from last colon to M- 
border and thence to lower right point of mail. 5K—M (R5) 

Var. 7. Upper dots of both colons about on a level with the tops of the preced¬ 
ing letters and somewhat farther from i and c than the lower dots. Four leaves back l 
of wreath with rough, irregular edges. The letters NEC recut. Milling fine, in most 
cases partly lacking. Heavy diagonal break across neck. Semi-circular line below 
mail distant from milling. 57—H1 (R4). 57 ()2 (R5) 

Var. 8. Upper dots of both colons farthest from letters. Four leaves on back 
of wreath. Semi-circular line heavy, touching milling. Partial double cutting of 
fluted border. Break on border above and to left of co. 

C8. 

i (■ : 1 i U*'/ 

At/d 

Var. 0. Upper dot of both colons low. Upper dot of first colon the nearer to i. 
four leaves on back of wreath with edges smooth and not outlined. Three berries 
with stems in wreath, lhe lowest curl ends in a berry, but does not encircle it. 
Sharp specimens show trace of a semi-spherical elevation. No semi-circular line. Fine 

59—B1 
Var. 10. Upper dot of both colons low. 

milling (R4). 5°—(IT) 

First colon^has both dots ‘near i. Four 
outlined leaves back of wreath. Lowest curl ends in a berry, but does not encircle it. 

- THrst c in connku shows double cutting. Break closing first <j in CONNEC. 
-sUXgft_L (R4). 510—P (R5) 

f1ST 

\hf 

Another /$ 
closing and extending slightly below last cJ 

Var. 11. Upper dot of both colons low, the dots much smaller than those on £> 
other dies of Obv. 5. hour leaves on back of wreath with smooth edges, not outlined. // ' 
No benies. Lowest curl heavy, without berry. No semi-circular line. 511—R (Rr') 

—Differs from Var. 10 chiefly in the position of the colons. The first 
colon is more distant from i and the last colon closer to c than in Var. 10. In Var. 
10 the first colon slants to left with both dots close to i. In Var. 12 the upper dot 
is considerably further than the lower one from i. The last colon is low, the lower 
dot mostly below o. lhe tail of the it is further from i than in Var. 10. 512_L (R,!) 

CTU, j, s2- 

Tv, 
liotk 

Irfb fr 
A|, //. 

■ CtfTr- 

Lz: 

>r, C, A. yv pZ l 

«- it C*t-f - 5"' oT 

U 
. <• J- C<2 

l lu 

i t /itvoy cL f~ 

h*' 
c({ IfT 

I. 

/O u vU 

£> **.' > jA- X 
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. Obverse G. 

AUCTOBl: CON NEr: 

r. Draped bust, facing left. A distant from bust and u. u double cut, high and 

l/'. out of position. Three lillet-ends. A In A u -r d i . J 6—K (ID) 

(fbverse 

■jU ■ 
AUCTOKI : * * CONNKC: * 

Draped bust left, a near bust. Upper fillet points at last colon. 7—K (Rs) 

D« A 1727. 751 
Obverse 8. 

• j ( 
J*- 

UCTORI : CONN NEC : 

Mailed bust left, u near mail in the place usually occupied by A. No space left 

( ' for an a. connneo rather widely spaced. Chin pointed. Oblong die break back of 

[% head above the fillets. 8—O1. Unique 

This curious piece is not an overstrike. Probably the legend was so badly blun¬ 

dered that the die was discarded after a few trial pieces. The upper part of the re- 

tUY 

• verse of the only known specimen shows the incused impressioajif a second obverse. 

■; . ^ ' 1 ^ A ^oLi-1 

JJ 1 I a i , 
3 ~ ex lib 

1786 REVERSE 

Reverse A. 

Reverse R. 

1NUE 

INI) E 

ET LIB 

1—A. 91 

'r> 
Var. 1. Top of D slopes to right. The lowest portion of the branch stem ter¬ 

minates in a line deflected to right. Break from forehead left to milling ; also from i 1*7 

to t in inde. Other breaks also. The impressions of this reverse are generally weak 

and the planchets defective. -V—B1 

Var. 2. Much stronger and better struck than Var. 1. No deflecting line from 

branch stem. Branch short, with seven coarse leaves, n touches shield. Die-breaks 

from border to back of head and through the final n. An extremely rare leveise. 
rf/■ t,;kJD , ^ 53—B2 

Reverse O. 

A\' C • ^ \ - in ok ( ? ) et lib: 

Crosby, 5—C. Mr. Crosby gives this combination, but no specimen of it has 

liecn located. __ . 1 t 1 l ; / r 1 

Z 1 1 . 

1 ‘ wm ‘ BT lib. 

Var. 1. Uiberty cap large and very wide, touching milling. Branch points at 

period. Top of T in et above top of E. 

T 

3—D1 

O
O
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Var. 2. First period distant from E. Liberty cap large and tall, clear of 

Branch-hand opposite r>. Top leaf points to right of period, e in et slants 

Usually found on small planohets, not showing date. 

r k 
k P * ■ *. 1 

1 
*> ¥ 

2'- 

Var. 8. Legend very widely spaced. Liberty cap large. Branch-hand opposite (j L 

N. Branch points at lower left corner of E. Broad, coarse milling. Figures of date ' 

small, all close to date line, which is double. 2‘—IP 

Var. 4. Periods in line with base of letters. Branch-hand opposite space be¬ 

tween n and d. Top leaf slants to right and points to base of E. Date line double, j 

figures of date all considerably below the line, except the 6 which is less distant. 

3—D4 

Reverse R. 

inue : et tub: 

Crosby gives this reverse in combination with Obv. 5. Examples found prove 

on examination to be worn or weakly struck pieces generally of Rev. O. 

Reverse F. 

INDE. - ; - , ET LIII. 

The horizontal lines of the cross are larger and much heavier than the vertical 

lines. Two strings below the hair-puff. Branch-hand opposite d. Branch short, with 

scanty foliage and long leaves. Upper leaf on left points at upright of e. No termi- 
nal leaf. " 7^'_v 

Reverse G-. 

inde : -> et • Lin : 

Group of four horizontal lines near first colon. Pole with Liberty cap. Stem of 

branch short and thick, with small leaves. Lower curve of n very close to rim of 

shield. Last colon has lower dot on shield. F1. Qrt 41 G. 53 G. o4 G 

. e ' 
Jylt t 

Reverse II. 

1NI,I'; : ® et • lib : 5"’ . 

Var. 1. Drapery extends well to right over shield. Lower dot of last colon very 

close to shield, but not touching. Branch wide, leaves rather long. The stem of the 

branch ends in a line deflecting to right/ No Liberty cap. 51—I F. 52_IP. 5‘—IP 

Var' 2‘ I)raper,y as in Var. 1. Lower dot of last colon barely touches shield, 
ighest point of top leaf a trifle below the lower right coi 

from bottom of stem. 
-ner of e. No deflecting line 

£; '4- 5 s—H2 

T 

U' Id , 
'-ff.-. Jr t i r b 

d 

uar, 

I B: 

I • • E*. 
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Reverse I. 

inde : .; • kt - liu : 

In the group of 4 dots between the first colon and the head the upper and lower 

ones are light and close, the lateral ones heavier and more distant. The elongated 

period between et and lib may have been meant for a hyphen. Lower dot of last 

colon entirely on shield. Branch-stem ends in a line deflecting to left. No Liberty 

cap. X —-f 

Reverse K. 

-I- inde : -> ET - lib : 

The third group of 4 lines close to pole. No Liberty cap. The branch-stem is 

prolonged in a line slightly curved and thicker at the end. 6—Iv. 7—Iv 

Reverse L. 

INDE : ET - LIB : 

Group of lines about midway between colon and head. Colon dots small. Last 

colon clear of shield. Branch short. Branch-hand opposite upright of d. Pole has 

Liberty cap. ^'11^1 VH* ft • 510—L. 512—L 

Crosby Supplement, p. 372. Gc- I • ,y„ / 1/ jl 

Reverse M. 

INDE ET LIB 

Neck long. Back of head squarely outlined b}' the hair. Pole has Liberty cap. 

From the lower left corner of the stem there is a short, curving line. Four transverse 

lines on globe, the upper two close. 

Crosby, on page 372, refers to this reverse as B. It is, however, from a different 

die. W r j ( /.■. < T w- 5s—M. 5°—M 

Reverse N. 

INDE : - - ET • LIB I 

The group of 6 lines is midway between first colon and head, 

colon partly below base of E. Lower dot of last colon on shield 

shield. Pole has cap. Date line single. 

Ux Vo^A ‘'j ^ 1 " ^ 
Reverse 0. 

inde : • • et lib : 

Var. 1. In the group of 6 dots after the first colon the upper and lowest are the 

largest. Leaves of branch long. Lowest leaf on left points downward, corresponding 

leaf on right club-shaped and points upward. Stem of branch ends in a line deflecting 

to left. Lower dot of last colon on shield. Liberty cap touches milling. Date line 

single. ^ Q~0 —O1 

Var. 2. The periods at extreme right and left of the group of 6 are both a trifle 

above the adjoining ones, while in Var. 1 the period at the left is a trifle low. lop of 

upper leaf near e. Lower dot of first colon about on line with base of E. Lowest leaf 

Lower dot of first 

B touches rim of 

5s—N. 54—N 
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on left of branch points upward. Top leaf separated from stem. No line from bottom 

of stem. Lower dot of last colon on shield. No Liberty cap. IN £ 
Specimens of this reverse showing distinctly the group of 6 dots are very difficult 

to obtain. Less perfect pieces are not especially rare. 52—O2. 57—O2. 5s—O2 
I rvi 

Reverse P. 
indk : et -1.in 

This reverse differs from Rev. H in having a hyphepTrfstead of a period between 

et and lib. Neck long. Lowest leaf on left of branch turns slightly upward. Lower 

dot of last colon about half on shield. Traces of double date line, the lower line heavy. 

Four transverse lines upon the globe about equi-distant. y AJ ' , ) 510—P 

V X V' 
OJU - 

'A,, l ^ 

J, 
Q. -ts- , Reverse 

INDE : v- 6-T yK et-i.ib 

Neck long. Stem of branch ends in a line curving to left. Four short leaves on 

left of branch. Terminal leaf points at lower dot of colon and. is distant from it. 

Lower dot of last colon on shield. Tiros?longitudinal lines^oif'gfoiie.' Pole has Lib¬ 

erty cap. Double date line, the lower one heavy. The character after inde is only 

approximate. Specimens found are too poor to show it exactly. 59_Q 

u 
4. .>1 rf 

.tv t.y •( f n 

Ct:T 

Reverse R. 
inde : et-i.ib : 

L ppei dot of first colon low, opposite middle of e. Branch short, with small, 

thick leaves. Lower dot of last colon half on shield. Fine curved line, but no drapery 
over shield. Date line single. 42_511_j.> 

1787 OBVERSE 

Mailed Busts 

Obverse 1. 
AUCTORI CON NEC 

Mailed bust, facing right. 

Vai. 1. The smallest head of the year. Wreath of seven leaves. A close to 

mail. 1 close to head, c distant. Same die as Obv. 1 of 1788. 

I1—A (ID). D_VV (ID) 

. Var' largest head of the year, a close to mail, final c distant. On most 

specimens connec weakly struck, the E not showing. “Bradford Head,” “Mutton 
Head.” “ ~ -- 

l2—C (ID) 

/wP5; 

I J-1 »v.( / 

* / \ n 

4-* 

0/\ f( 0 

-r Vf ' 

fifr 

\ 
<nc rf. 
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V 5h K 1 ' • 

Var. 3. Medium head. Letters large. A six-pointed star in front at lower 

edge of mail. Tip of nose opposite right edge of o. Last c touches mail. I3—L (Hi) 

Var. 4. Head outlined and right of centre of planchet. Lowest point of mail 

near milling. Broken A.A c low. Vermont c. C & •- r.. 

A die discovered by Dr. Hall after the publication of his list. I1—WW (R6) 

Obverse 2. 
AUCTORI 17';. . I ■ 1 CONNEC 

Mailed bust, facing left, tor widely spaced. Tail of k nearly touches base of i. 

Second n double cut. E G-- 2—B ( R:!) 

Obverse 2. 

AUCTORI CONNEC • 

Mailed bust left. Fillet-ends tied in a bow. Sharp pointed A leans strongly to 

left. Letters of legend irregularly spaced, tori on higher plane than auc. Final 

c low. 3—G (R5) 

Obverse J).. 
AUCTORI • CONNEC • 

Mailed bust left. Letters large and widely spaced. The periods nearly opposite 

the centre of the letters. Perfect die. Found also with crescent-shape die break in 

front of throat. Occasional examples with this die break are found on unusually large 

planchets. On later issues the die break becomes more extended and forms a horn¬ 

like projection from the mail. 

4—L. Perfect die, R3. Broken die and horned bust C. Large planchet, R4 

Obverse 5. 

• AUCTORI • j ~ i , • CONNEC 

Mailed bust left. Periods opposite centre of letters, co close. 5—P (RG) 

";OfJ 

Obverse 6. 
• AUCTORI • • CONNEC • 

Var. 1. “ Laughing Head.” Periods, except the second, opposite centre of let¬ 

ters. Second period higher and nearly over top leaf of wreath, i over hair. Star 

below mail. ' ^ ' I: ' \ (2r? -A A-J 61—M (R1) 

A Var. 2. “Simple Head.” “Outlined Head.” Second period opposite centre of 

i and distant from wreath. Break through star below mail to milling. 62—M (IP) 

Obverse 7. 
AUCTORI : CONNEC : 

“Hercules Head.” co widely spaced ; also both n’s. Same die as Obv. 5 of 

1786, Var. 3. 7—I (IF) 

Obverse <S'. 

AUCTORI : v V CONNEC : 

In the group of four dots in front of the wreath the right horizontal dot touches 

the top leaf, and in poorly struck or worn specimens does not always show. Three 

fillet-ends. Break from foot of A, sometimes extending upward to the chin. 

8—N (IP). 8—0 (IP) 
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X AUOTOKI *( 

First crosslet low. Last crosslet near c 

Obverse 9. 
i / 7V'( K 

<• ' * * CONN EC 

Berries within wreath in triplets, o 

9—D (R4). 9—E (R4). 9—R (R«) in auctori and co in connec low. 

Obverse 10. 

+ AUCTORI X x 17s , :■ ,/ + + CONNEC + 

Second and third crosslets low. Last crosslet distant from c. No berries in 

wreath, a slightly low, its right stand prolonged nearly to u. o partly double cut. 

i also a little low. 20_E ( R,r>) 

Obverse 11. 

* AUCTORI * fill * CONNEC * 

Var. 1. First star very close to mail, but not quite touching. Last star touches 

mail. Stars with five blunt points. Second star distant to left of hair, a inclines 

decidedly to left. N N) • V g Q', c J 214_E fR2) 

Var. 2. First and last stars more distant from mail than in Var. 1. Base of I 

and second star near hair. Break from upjier curve of c to upright of t. II2_K (R3) 

Var. 3. First star ^touches mail. A leans strongly To left and js vc.y dig^nf 

O'01.1!!/.- u nearly or quite closed, co relatively close, onn widely spaced. Canfield 

Jl 

l A 

>\ r 

17Vi 1 

collection. IV t* AN li3- 

AUCTORI . o 

Obverse 12. 

W i LA 

-K (R6) U *0 

CONNEC « 

Mailed bust left. Twelve leaves in triplets, onn weakly struck owing to an 

mjury to the die. Period nearly all below l and close to forehead. Upper fillet-end 

close to final c. Last cinquefoil points between the fillet-ends. 12—Q (R4) 

Obverse 13. 

AUCTORI * * CONNEC * 

Mailed bust left. Six-pointed stars. Nine leaves and five berries in wreath 

uc more closely spaced than the other letters. Break connecting tops of o and r. 

1. n 18-D(R») 
Obverse 11+. 

* AUCTORI « /7 V • / > * CONNEC'. * 

Mailed bust left. Fivejiheons in legend, auctori irregularly spaced. Tail of 

poll ed '' UprightS °f T’ R “d 1 ““ —* ^ Upper fillet-end 
14—H (R8) 

— J7U ■ l 

CONNECT « « 

Obverse 13. 

* AUCTORI » * /7 ' 0 * 

trinle7'U“' ,b““. Se''e" cinquefoils in legend. Wreath has twelve leaves m 
tnplets s.x berr.es in pairs. 16-F (R«). 15—R (K6). 15-S (R“ 

)h0i C" Cl6 Imp (.J l;f> lmt+1 (T ill 
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Draped Busts 

Obverse 16. 

AUCTORI : CONNEC : 

Type 16 and all the following obverse types of 1787, except 52 and 55, have the 

bust draped and facing left. 

Var. 1. Letters large. A rather near point of bust. Long-tailed R touching 

base of I. Second c partly on head, o close to head. Last c low. A curved fold of 

the toga projects from the bust near the lower left corner of A. 161—in (R3) 

Var. 2. Letters large. Both colons low. A distant from bust, c close to head, 

but does not quite touch. Last colon close to final c and end of toga. 162—NN1 (R4) 

Var. 3. Small letters. A very distant from bust. Last colon distant from toga. 

Top of t slopes to left. 163—l2 (R4) 

Var. 4. Letters large. Both colons low. A very near bust. Last c near fillet- 

end and in regular position in distinction from Var. 1, where the final c is low. 

f 64—n (R4) 

Var. 5. Letters large. First colon distant from hair and a little low. Lower 

fillet points at last colon. All the c’s nearly or quite closed, connec widely spaced. 

Break from left foot of A, extending into the field. The same A punch was used with 

()bv. 8 of this year. 

In sharp specimens three faint triangularly placed dots occur between the wreath 

and c. Dr. Hall regards this as accidental and showing little or no evidence of having 

been made with a punch. 166—n (R3). 165—p (R5). 165—-u (Rb) 

Var. 6. Letters large. A rather distant from bust. Lower dot of first colon 

very close to hair. AUCTORI widely spaced, c partly on head, o very close or touch¬ 

ing head. Top of first n above that of second, c a little low, but not so low as in 

Var. 1. 166—NN2 (R6) 

Obverse 17. 
AUCTORI : - +-connec : 

Long-tailed r. Hyphen to right of cross connects with c. 17— g3 (R3) 

Obverse 18. 
AUCTORI : + + CONNECq j 

Letters small, a distant from bust, nnecj close. Final c connects with toga. 

Sharp specimens show a period on the toga after the final c. <=— 18—g1 (R°) 

Obverse 16. 
auctori : + + connec: 

The letters ori on a lower plane than auct. Long-tailed R. Second cross close 

to head. 19—g'1 (R2) 

Obverse '.10. 
auctori : ■* •* connec : 

Large letters, a very close to bust, o and i in auctori and final o in connec 

low. Tail of r connects with base of i. Break from final 0 in connec to border. 

20—a2 (R8) 
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Obi'erne 21. 
auctori : x -+- connec: x 

Letters small, a distant from bust. First cross high. Second cross midway 

between wreath and c. CO not far from head. Both fillet-ends point at last cross. 

In Crosby’s table of types Obv. 21 is given with a plain cross without hyphens. 

Dr. Hall could not find any such die, nor has any specimen of it been since located. In 

place of it Hall added a new obverse type (54) with hyphens attached to the cross. 

This seems an unnecessary duplication of types. In worn specimens the hyphens 

sometimes do not show, but in all other respects the dies are identical. 21—I)D (R4) 

Obverse 22. 
auctori : * + connec : x 

Letters small. Top of T leans to left, c touches head, o close. First N double 

cut. Lower fillet points to last cross. 22_g2 (Rs) 

Obverse 23. 
auctori: +- -+- connec: - + - — '2- 

Crosby records this obverse combined with his reverse A? but no collection is 

known to have an example of it. If it exists it is extremely rare. 

Obverse 2Jj., 
- + - auctori : - +- connec: 

First o leans to left, u high. Lower dot of first colon partly below i. Upper 

fillet-end opposite c. Lower fillet points to last colon. 

24—g3 (ID). 24—g5 (ID). 24—FF (ID) 

Obverse 23. 
* auctori : x connec : 

Large letters. Dots in the angles of first cross. Short hyphen-like lines in an¬ 

gles of cross before connec. Fillets outlined, the lower pointing to colon. 

25—b (ID). 25—m (ID) 

Obverse 20. 
* auctori: x connec: * 

A neai point of bust. Letters large, r and i connect. Last cross between ends 

of toga. In sharp specimens there is a dot between the right arms of the last cross. 

Breaks through drapery to edge. 26—a1 (ID). 26—klD^ID). 26—A A (ID) 

Obverse 27. 
+ auctori : x x connec: x 

Letteis large. Imperfect A. Fillet-ends outlined and opposite E and c. ec low. 

Lowei dot of last colon partly on toga. Last,stow high, opposite end of toga. 

27—a1 (R5) 
Obverse 2S. 

A U CTO HI ! ^ CONNEC * 

Large letters. Stars with five blunt rays. A near bust, r high. First colon 

nearly equidistant from i and star, c touches head; o very close. Lower fillet-end 

points to last colon. 28—m (ID). 28—n (ID). 28—o (ID) 
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Var. 1. 

Obverse 20. 
auctori : * 

Large letters. A touches drapery. 

* connec: * 

C and o touch head. 

V-‘ - 

First colon 

low, the lower dot one half below i. Upper fillet-end points at last colon. Last star J 

between colon and toga. 

wy*--2- 

291- (K6). 291— n (R6). 291—p ( R4) 

a rather distant from drapery, i very low. Second star weak, c and 

o touch head. Four fillet ends, the third opposite last colon. 

/ On some pieces from this die the weak second star is either very rudimentary or 

does not show. In his printed list Dr. Hall classified these as type 51, a new obverse. 

In his later notes he decided this was an error, and changed back the type to 29. 

292— N (R6). 292—o (R5) 

Obverse 30. 
AUCTORI : * e CONNEC : « 

A midway between bust and u. Right arm of T above adjoining o. Second cin¬ 

quefoil close to head. Both colons low. Upper fillet points to last cinquefoil. 

30—hh1 (R2). 30—X1 (R3) 

Obverse 31. 
» AUCTORI : » » CONNEC '. 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil close to drapery and mostly to left of it. A line to left 

of the upright of t. r low. Third cinquefoil nearer to o than to wreath, c touches 

head. Lower fillet-end points to last colon. 311—gg1 (R3). 311—r4 (IF) 

tw) 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil close to point of bust, almost entirely to left of it and 

about opposite the centre of A. Tops of R and i on same curve, c touches head. 

Lower fillet-end points below last colon. Break connects third cinquefoil with wreath. 

312—r3 (C) 
(fbverse 32. 

* AUCTORI . * CONNEC. e 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil half under bust. Second cinquefoil distant from period 

and well to left of hair. Last cinquefoil close to period and toga. Lower fillet-end 

points at last period. Break connects last cinquefoil with end of toga. 321—X3 (R2) 
Var. 2. First cinquefoil nearly half under bust. Second cinquefoil near period 

and distant from hair. Third cinquefoil distant from head. Lower fillet points at 

last cinquefoil, r and i lean to right, c touches head, o at medium distance. Upper 

fillet-end opposite last period. 322—X1 (C). 322—X2 (IF). 322—X4 (R5) 

Var. 3. First cinquefoil about one-fourth under bust. Second cinquefoil distant 

from period and most of it above hair. Third cinquefoil at moderate distance from 

head. Last cinquefoil below lower iillet-end. First period low, below base of i. Last 

period opposite lower iillet-end. Lower line of E imperfect and long. The E, which is 

made with an f punch altered, sometimes looks like F. Final c low. 323—X4 (C) 

Var. 4. First cinquefoil entirely to left of bust. Second cinquefoil distant from 

period and much to left of hair. Third cinquefoil distant from head, and nearly mid¬ 

way between wreath and c. Last cinquefoil opposite lower filleLend. Both periods 

low, the final one about equidistant from c and cinquefoil. In connec first c barely 

touches head, co widely spaced, ec close. 324—X5 (IF). 324—Z8 (Hf>) 

32 F 
A tv. u~., - 
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Var. 5. First cinquefoil half under bust and very high. Second cinquefoil low, 

not far from period and distant from hair. Third cinquefoil a little distant from head 

and midway between wreath and c. Last cinquefoil opposite upper fillet-end and dis¬ 

tant from toga. First period further from I than from cinquefoil. Last period equi¬ 

distant from c and cinquefoil, ct widely spaced. Right arm of t long. Final c 
closed. Break through final c. 325—aa (R3) 

Var. 6. First cinquefoil entirely to left of bust. Second cinquefoil low and near 

period. Third cinquefoil high and much nearer to wreath than to c. Last cinquefoil 

opposite lower fillet-end and distant from toga. First period low and very close to 

base of i. Last period above fillet-end and rather close to c. Lower right corner of 

i defective, ec low. 326_X6 (R5) 

Var. 7. First cinquefoil about one-fourth under bust and distant from A. Second 

cinquefoil rather near period and distant from hair. Third cinquefoil high, distant 

from head. Lower fillet-end points at last cinquefoil. First period close to i and cin¬ 

quefoil, but not so low nor so close to I as in var. 6. Last period midway between c 

and cinquefoil, n a trifle low. i leans to right. Defect at top of t. Final c low. 

32"—X1 (R5) 

Var. 8. Letters and cinquefoils large. Second cinquefoil high, above hair and 

near period. Second and third cinquefoils near wreath. Lower fillet points to edge 

of last cinquefoil, which is nearer to end of toga than to c. First period near cinque- 

JJ 

JU 

foil and opposite hair. Upper fillet end points just below last period. Top of a leans 

to left, c clear of head. No berries in wreath. 328—aa (R6) 

u' ' ' o, ... ' ' V ■ 
i. - ■ i Obverse 33. 
* AtJCTORI : • ' *r„NNK<-- AVCTO R1 £0 » AUCTORI : » 

■-U" }■- ■ Jt. V..K u.,., .4 

GROUP I. Upper fillet-end points at lower dot of last colon : 

Varieties 1 to 22, 4tT 

In each group of this type the varieties are arranged according to the position of 

the fiist cinquefoil relative to the point of the bust, the earlier varieties having the 

cinquefoil entirely, or for the most part, left of the bust; the later varieties with the 

cinquefoil chiefly or entirely beneath the bust. 

In Group I vars. 1 to !) hare the cinquefoil entirely or almost all left of bust. 

vars. 10 to Iff have tlie cinquefoil partly under, but mostly left of bust, 

vars. lJj. to 18 have the cinquefoil about half under bust, 

vars. 10 to 22 have the cinquefoil almost entirely under bust. 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil entirely left of bust, about on a line with the middle of 

A. Second and last cinquefoils close to cdlons. Third cinquefoil nearly equidistant 

fiom wieath and c. Colons small and close to I and c. Upper curve of ori on lower 

level than that of auct. c close to head, o rather distant, nne high. Last cinque¬ 

foil distant from toga. Breaks from edge through top of A to u; from i through 

second cinquefoil and hair; from c through top of o to border; from border to end of 

toga. • .T CffN u. £' 331—Z18 (R4). 331—Zl!l 

Vf. Ivt Ct t 

I: c 

L , 
1 <T, L „ ( A 

(R5) 

T v K 

k>t, 

7'7^-- 

c 
hjhj 
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I A 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil almost wholly left of bust. Second cinquefoil close to 

forelock. Third cinquefoil close to head and much nearer to c than to wreath. Last 

cinquefoil rather close to colon and toga. First colon equidistant from i and cinque¬ 

foil. Last colon close to c. Medium spacing in auctori, the au further apart than 

the other letters, c touches head, o close to head. Second n high. Final c slants 

to right. In some combinations of this obverse, die-cracks occur along the top and 

bottom of most of the letters ; also from the top of I to the wreath and through the 

last colon and cinquefoil to the toga. 

3-32—Z5 (C). 332—Z12 (C). 332—Z1T (R4). 332—Z21 (IF). 332—Z22 (R4) 

Var. 3. Cinquefoils: First almost wholly left of bust; second midway between 

colon and wreath and mostly above hair; third distant from head and a little nearer to 

c than to wreath ; fourth near toga and about twice as far from last colon. First colon 

wide, the lower dot nearer r. A distant from cinquefoil and u. c partly on head, o 

very close to head. First N double cut. e from altered f punch. Perfect die ; also 

break from milling through e. In some cases.this, die-break changes the e into f and 

makes the legend read connfc. 333—W1 (IF) 

Var. 4. Cinquefoils : First close to point of bust, nearly all to left of it; second 

opposite forelock and nearer colon than wreath; third nearer c than wreath; fourth a 

little closer to colon than to end of toga. First colon close to i, slanting to right, the 

lower dot nearerlg. Last colon low, the lower dot mostly below c. Letters of auc¬ 

tori irregular, uc and or more widely spaced than the other letters, c clear of head, 

O not very distant. In CONNEC both c’s low and E double cut. Break through AUCTO 

to milling. Another through lower part of bust to milling. 

334—q ( R4). 334—Z2 (IF) 

Var. 5. First cinquefoil close to bust, almost entirely to left of it; second a 

little distant from forelock and midway between colon and wreath; third clear of head 

and about equidistant from wreath and c; fourth equally distant from upper dot of 

last colon and toga. First colon wide, nearer to i than to cinquefoil. Last colon low, 

the lower dot mostly below c. A slightly high, c touches head, o close to head. 

Final c low. Die crack along top of auc. 33°—T2 (R3) 

Var. 6. First cinquefoil considerably below point of bust and almost entirely to 

left of it; second distant to left of hair and midway between colon and wreath; third 

high, distant from head and a little nearer to c than to wreath. First colon slanting, 

the lower dot nearer to I and distant from cinquefoil. Last colon wide, near to c and 

cinquefoil, which is high, and opposite the upper dot of the colon. The letters ri 

C close to head, o somewhat distant, con widely spaced. Three 

’oga double cut. 33°—Klv (R1) 

Var. 7. First cinquefoil about three-fourths left of bust and distant from A; 

second opposite upper dot of colon and nearer to it than to wreath; third high, nearer 

to c than to wreath ; fourth mostly beyond end of toga and equally distant from colon 

and toga. Dots of both colons heavy and close. Lower dot of first colon about half 

below the base of i. Legend well spaced, c low, almost touching head, o distant. 

n slope to right, 

fillet ends. To 

Break through upright of T. 

W* r'v rx h r -) 

33' r2 (C). 

29 V' 

33’ -r4 (IF). (33'—Z"’ (IF}'^J 
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Var. 8. First cinquefoil one-fourth under bust and high, distant from A; second 

fairly distant from colon and hair; third rather distant from head, nearer a than to 

wreath; last midway between colon and toga. First colon close to I, the lower dot 

touching the base of that letter. Last colon a little nearer r than to cinquefoil. R 

high, leaning to right. Irregularity in die at right of i making the I thick and blurred. 

C clear of head, but close to it. o distant from head, E high, the top leaning to right. 

Breaks from milling to A and e. 338—Z13 (IF). 338—Z19 (IF) 

Var. 9. First cinquefoil close to bust and about three-fourths to left of it; second 

distant from colon and well to left of hair; third distant from head and about equi¬ 

distant from wreath and o ; last cinquefoil nearer to end of toga than to colon. Upper 

dot of both colons low. c clear of head, o distant. Break from milling through first 

c. In some cases other die breaks, especially through last colon to lower fillet. 

339—s2 (R2) 

Var. 10. First cinquefoil high, partly under bust, but mostly to left of it; second r. I 

partly over and very close to hair; third near wreath; last distant from colon and very 

close to end of toga. First colon low, nearly midway between i and cinquefoil. Last 

colon in regular position, a little nearer to c than to cinquefoil. First o low. co low 

and touching head, on widely spaced. 

3310—Z7 (R5). 3310—Z8 (IF). 3310—W6 (R8)^— 

Var. 11. First cinquefoil high, more than half to left of bust; second near colon, 

partly over and near hair; third close to head, and nearer to c than wreath; last cin¬ 

quefoil low, midway between colon and end of toga. First colon low, a little nearer 

to i than to cinquefoil. Last colon not far from c. auctori widely spaced, c touches 

head, o well clear of it. Top of e leans to right. Break over to. Break from mill- J" ' 

ing to upper fillet. 3311—Z18 (IFjT 3311—gg1 (R5) 

Var. 12. First cinquefoil high, more than half to left of bust; second distant 

from colon and hair; third high, nearer c than wreath; last close to toga, the upper- 

part in line with upper dot of colon. First colon low, the lower dot half below I and 

nearer to r than to cinquefoil, auctori well spaced, with T high and I low. c very 

close to or touching head, o very close to c and distant from N. Break from first 

cinquefoil throughalso from milling throughV 

3312— YV3 (R5). 3312—Z1(i (R3). 3312—Z21 (IF). 3312— Z24 (R«)t- r 

\ ar. 13. First cinquefoil low, nearly half under and touching bust; second very 

low and almost touching lower dot of colon; third also low, touching head; last mid¬ 

way between final colon and end of toga. Colon dots close, the upper dot of both 

colons low and close to letters. A closer than usual to first cinquefoil and bust, o on 

head, o very close to head. Semi-circular break over o in auctori, connecting with i 

upper corner of T. Break from milling through fillets, sometimes closing the final c. ’ 

3313—Z1 (IF). 3313—Zu (IF). 3313—Z" (IF). 3313—q (IF). ^33d# (IF)F 

3313—hh2 (IF) 
Var. 14. F irst cinquefoil about half under bust; second high, distant from colon 

and partly above forelock ; third distant from head, nearer to c: than wreath ; last high, 

mostly above end of toga and rather nearer to toga than to colon. Colons distant from 
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letters and cinquefoils. Letters co close to head, but do not touch, ec more closely 

spaced than other letters. A curved die-break, starting below the drapery, runs 

through the first cinquefoil and along the top of AUCT to the milling above first 

colon. Crack from point of bust to milling. ' 3314— Z14 (R3) 

Yar. 15. Cinquefoils: first half under bust and very distant from A; second 

high, opposite upper dot of colon, distant from colon and hair; third high, midway 

between c and wreath; fourth distant from colon, close to toga and mostly above it. 

Colon dots heavy and rather close. First colon low, the lower dot largely below r, but 

closer than the upper dot to I. Last colon near c. Top of R above top of o. co 

clear of head. Top of second N leans to right, nne high. 3315—r1 (R1) 

^ 1 1 Var. 16. Second N double cut. Otherwise smtta .4re -as var. 14. Breaks from 

milling to lower end of toga and from milling to last cinquefoil. 

ct* - 3316—l2 (R4). 3316—Z15 (IF). (36J6—T2)(R6 

Var. 17. First cinquefoil half under bust and a little more distant from it than 

in var. 15; second cinquefoil high, a trifle over but not so far from hair as in var. 15. <1 /»»- 

Third cinquefoil not very distant from head. Last cinquefoil nearly all above end of 

toga and well separated from it. Base of i trifle below R. In other respects this die 

closely resembles var. 15, differing chiefly in the position of the second and third cin¬ 

quefoils, which are nearer to the hair than in var. 15. ' 1 _ • 

3317—r1 (R3). 3317—r5 (R«). 3317^gg2 (R2) 

Var. 18. First cinquefoil about half under bust and close to drapery; second 

distant from colon, hair and wreath; third high, distant from head and a little nearer 

to c than to wreath; last cinquefoil about equidistant from colon and toga. First 

colon thus : , slanting to right, the lower dot nearly all below l and nearer than the 

upper dot to r. Last colon also low, the dots close, and midway between c and last 

cinquefoil. AUCTORi rather closely and about evenly spaced, with a and I a little low. 

Letters small, c touches head, o low and very close to head. Top of first N above 

that of second. This obverse is not in Hall’s list. 3318—Z24 (Re) 

Var. 19. First cinquefoil close to bust and almost wholly under it; second very 

close to colon and distant from hair; third high ; last close to colon and toga. Both 

colons low and close to letters and cinquefoils. A nearer to bust than to cinquefoil, 

i low and double cut. (The double cutting does not show when this obverse is com¬ 

bined with Rev. q.) c touches head, o distant. Base line of E defective, the punch 

probably altered from f. Final c low, slanting to right. 

2 ' 3319—Z1 (C). 3319—Z2 (R3). 3319—q (R5) 

Var. 20. First cinquefoil almost entirely below drapery and very distant from 

A; second partly over and distant from hair, its centre on a line with upper dot of 

colon and nearer to colon than to hair; third midway between wreath and c; last 

nearer to end of toga than to colon. First colon wide, nearly equidistant from I and cinque¬ 

foil, the lower dot partly below i. Last colon nearer to c than to cinquefoil. Tops of 

R and i lean to right, c and o touch head and are widely spaced, o in connec low. 

Final o low. 3320—Z9 (R4). 3320—-Z11 (R6) 
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Var. 21. Not in Hall's list, but given in bis later notes as follows: 

“Colons heavy, the lower periods about half below adjacent letters, au and ct 

closer than the other letters in auctori. connec widely spaced, except ne. End of 

toga defective, giving the appearance of two small periods following the last cinquefoil.” 

Two specimens of this obverse have been located. 832i__zi:i (|p;^ 

Var. 22. First cinquefoil partly below bust and closer to A than usual. auc- 

TOKI widely spaced, uc closer than the other letters. Second cinquefoil low, its centre 

on a line with lower dot of colon. Last cinquefoil low, nearer colon than end of toga. 

Last colon low and close to o. i over an o. c close to head. - . y p 3322—II (IT) 

The only specimen known is in the collection of Mr. Hillyer Ryder. The lillet- 

ends are not clear enough to decide whether it should be placed in the first or second 
group. 

RI 

^/V 

' i:+ f 

Obverse 33 continued. 

GROUP II. In Varieties 23 to 28 inclusive, the upper fillet-end points 

BETWEEN THE LAST COLON AND CINQUEFOIL. 

In varieties 23 to 25 the first cinquefoil is entirely left of bust. 

In variety 26 the first cinquefoil is about one-half under bust. 

In varieties 27 and 28 the first cinquefoil is more than half under bust. 

Var. 23. The first cinquefoil entirely to left of bust; second cinquefoil distant 

from colon and near hair; third high ; last nearly midway between colon and toga. 

Hist colon low, the dots close and not far from i. Last colon near c. auct widely 

spaced, u slopes to left, its top above that of c. c touches head, o very close, ne 

high. E leans to right. ... .H 3323—Z4 (R2). 3323—hh2 (R5) 

Var. 24. First cinquefoil entirely toTeft of bust. Top of u on same curve as 

adjoining c. o on head, co closely spaced, e low. AIJS Ur'33s4_Z10 (IT) 

Var. 25. First cinquefoil entirely to left of bust; second partly above forelock 

and nearer to it than to colon ; third high; last distant both from colon and toga. 

Both colons a little low and distant from letters, the colon dots heavy, auctori 

widely spaced, t a trifle high, c almost touching, o rather near head, nne high. 

Break from neck to milling. Crack from lower fillet through edge of last cinquefoil. 

S325—W3 (R5). 3-325—Z10 (R4). 33s5—Z24 (R5) 

\ai. 26. Hist cinquefoil half under, nearly touching bust; second very near, 

or touching hair; second and third both near wreath; last cinquefoil opposite and near 

lower fillet-end, distant from toga, a very high, top sloping to left, o in connec 

low and well on head, n above adjacent o. Heavy break across lower portion of 

drapery. ^ 33a8_w» (R«). S326_W5 (IT) 

Vai. 27. first cinquefoil more than half under bust and very close to drapery; 

second distant from colon and hair; third low, close to head; last cinquefoil a little 

nearer to end of toga than to colon. Colons in regular position, the first midway be¬ 

tween i and cinquefoil, the last not far from c. Letters small, or widely spaced, r 

and i lean to right. In connec the EC closer than other letters. Break from nose to 

upright of r. 3327—Z16 (IT). 3327—r4 (IT) 

I; V". 
- 

EC 1 
tut 
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Var. 28. First cinquefoil most all under bust, below the drapery; second dis¬ 

tant from colon and hair; third high; last about midway between c and toga, which 

ends in two heavy dots. Colons nearer to letters than to cinquefoils. Letters small, 

c close to, or touching, o near head. Base line of E long. Letters NEC rather close at 

bottom. Break from second N through head and nose to milling. (This break does 

not show when combined with Rev. Z20.) !. 1 > TO - 
3328—/u (R3)/ 38»__ZW (R8). 3328—Z20 (R'O ' 

Obverse 33 continued. 

GROUP III. In Varieties 29 to 41, the lower fillet-end points 

AT THE LAST COLON. 

In varieties '20 to 34 inclusive the first cinquefoil is entirely or almost entirely left 

of the bust. 

In varieties 33 to 39 the first cinquefoil is partly lender the bust, but mostly left of 

it. 
In variety fiO the cinquefoil is half under the bust; in Iql entirely under. 

\j, 3^ 
Var. 29. First cinquefoil entirely w-ndor bust and nearer A than usual; second, 

opposite space between colon dots and not far from hair; third, clear of head, nearer 

to c than to wreath. Last cinquefoil touches end of toga. First colon sloping, thus .• , 

the lower dot almost all below r. Last colon near c and a little further from the cin¬ 

quefoil, the upper dot low. Letters large. Broad 1, its base a little below the cuive 

of OR. c on head, o distant. First N high. Top of E leans to right. Die-cracks in 

front of mouth and downward from chin. Sometimes other cracks through c to fillets 

and from edge through toga and drapery to neck. These cracks especially occur in 

the combination with reverse z. 'T' 332!)—/' (R4). 3329 —gg1 (R4) 

Var. 30. First cinquefoil very high, entirely left of bust; second above hair, its 

top on about the same curve as the tops of 1 and wreath; third distant from head, 

slightly nearer to c than to wreath; last high, near end of toga and distant from colon. 

First colon midway between r and cinquefoil. Upper dot of last colon weak, the lower 

dot below c. A slightly high, its top leaning to left. Upper curve of tori on lower 

plane than that of auc. u nearly closed at top. 1 broad and low. co clear of head. 

^ 3330—EE (R5). 3330—SS (R6) 1 

Var. 31. First cinquefoil below point of bust and entirely left of it; second dis¬ 

tant from colon and not far to left of hair; third, close to head and neaiei c than 

usual; last cinquefoil nearly touches end of toga. Lower dot of first colon close to 1. 

Last colon midway between c and cinquefoil, the upper dot low. AU and ct relatively 

wide. 1 low. c touches head, o distant. Last C slants to right. > 3381—gg2 (R5) 

Var. 32. First cinquefoil entirely left of bust, its top on a level with the top of 

A; second near hair; third close to head and near 0 ; fourth close to end of toga, 

about twice as far from colon, hirst colon slanting to right, the lower dot neaiei 1. 

Lower dot of last colon heavy, partly below c. ORI closely spaced. 1 heavy and low. 

C touches head, o distant. Left part of first N closed. E double cut. Final C very 

low. 
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Some examples show die-cracks from second cinquefoil through lower dot of 

colon and along base of i ; from left of A through first cinquefoil to milling; from 

milling through drapery; in the field before face and bust. 3332—Z13 (R1) 

Var. 33. First cinquefoil beyond point of bust, between drapery and A; second 

midway between colon and wreath, partly over hair; third not far from head, a little 

nearer c than wreath; fourth between end of toga and milling and very close to toga. 

First colon very low, the lower dot much below the base of x. Last colon widely 

spaced, the uqiper dot partly above the top of c. Small letters, u high, top of o 

leans to left, c touches, o close to head, ct and on widely spaced. 

On some specimens there is a slight crack downward from the eye along middle 

of nose; another also from top of wreath to milling. S833—Z3 (R4). 33s3—Z11 (R3) 

Var. 34. First cinquefoil close to point of bust and nearly all to left of it; 

second above hair, midway between upper dot of colon and wreath; third high; fourth 

opposite space between colon dots and very close to end of toga. Colons with large, 

heavy dots, the lower dot of first colon partly below i. Last colon wide, equidistant 

from c and cinquefoil, uct, ori, and onne widely spaced. Left arm of t defective, 

c partly on head, o close to head and nearer to c than to n. nne high, close to mill¬ 

ing. Final o very low. 

Break from wreath to milling^__also between the tops of o and N. 

V—s 

Var. 35. 

R I# 
3 W 
CO 

S334—W2 (R5). 3S34—Z3 (R5). 

ON 

3331- -Z11 (IF) 33 

R 

NX 

First cinquefoil nearly touching bust and about three-quarters left of 

it. Second and fourth cinquefoils near colons. R high, its top sloping to right. 

Second N high. Wide spacing between n and E. ec close. The tail of r is long, 

apparently an alteration. 

Break from lower part of bust through tops of letters aucto to milling over r. 

Heavy break near upper left corner of R. 3335_y/j ^^t, 

Var. 36. hirst cinquefoil about three-quarters beyond bust and well clear of it; 

second close to colon and distant to left from hair; third high, nearer to c than to /' 

wreath; last opposite space between colon dots, and nearly equidistant from colon and 

end of toga. Colons wide, in regular position. Letters small. In auctori o and 

lean to right, r high, c touches head, o at medium distance, leaning to left 

high. Lower line of E heavy and long. 

3336—t1 (R3). 33**—'T2 (R1). 33*—SS (R^A' 

Var. 37. First cinquefoil about three-fourths beyond bust: second above hair, 

equidistant from colon and wreath ; third close to head, nearer c than wreath; fourth 

mostly above upper dot of colon and end of toga and quite close to the toga. First 

colon distant from 1 and cinquefoil, the upper dot low. Last colon very low, the 

lower dot entirely below c. Letters widely'spaced, a and i low. Period after o in 

au< rORi. c partly on head, o high, e from an F punch altered clumsily, the base 

line too short, final c low. A heavy dot at the milling, between last colon and cin- 

quefoil. ^ ' 3337—Z!l (R3) if1 2," /P 

Var. 38. I irst cinquefoil below bust and more than half to left of it; second 

near and partly over hair, a little closer to upper dot of colon than to wreath; third 

Aicio.ffl 

counter, 
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nearer c than wreath; last midway between colon and end of toga. Upper dot of 

colon low. au more widely spaced than other letters. The letters oki slope to right, 

o in oonnec low. o close to head, but does not touch. Final c large and low. 

Break from first cinquefoil 'along bottom of auct and through o to milling. 

Other breaks from milling downward through first colon, and from milling through 

upright of R to nose. With some reverses there is a curved break from left of A to 

milling. V )88»—Zi(R8). 33s8—Z« (R4). 3338—Z28 (R5). 33s8—gg1 (ID) 

Var. 39. First cinquefoil close to bust and more than half to left of it; second 

distant from colon and hair; third distant from head, much nearer to c than to wreath; 

last very close to end of toga. Colons close, the upper dot of both low. auc more 

widely spaced than other letters in auctori. Top of first o leans to right, co widely 

spaced, c well clear of head, o distant from head. 3339—Z20 (R6). 33®—s' (C) ' 

Var. 40. First cinquefoil one-half or more under bust; second high, opposite 

upper dot of colon, distant from colon, hair and wreath ; third very high, distant from 

head, wreath and c ; fourth not far from colon, opposite upper dot. First colon nearer x 

than cinquefoil, but distant from both. Last colon near c, the dots close, the upper 

one low. AU widely spaced, c touches head, o distant, ec close. Break from mill¬ 

ing through centre of A. Heavy break from end of toga and last cinquefoil to milling. 

3340—Z1 (R5). 3340—Z2 (R5) 

Var. 41. First cinquefoil very far under bust and very distant from A; second 

distant from colon and hair; third distant from head, wreath and c; last cinquefoil*^ 

opposite and close to end of toga. Dots of both colons small, the upper ones low. 

Letters small. UC and EC closer than other letters. C just touches head, o high, 

leaning to left. Wide spacing in onne. Heavy break from head across neck and 

drapery to milling. Crack from milling along left side of 4 to nose. 3341—Z11 (R6) 

U. "V) * t* ) 
Obverse 33 continued 

GROUP IV. In Variety 42 the lower fillet-end points at the last cinquefoil; 

IN VARIETIES 43 TO 45 BOTH FILLET-ENDS POINT AT LAST CINQUEFOIL. 

Var. 42. First cinquefoil entirely left of bust. Second high, very near upper 

dot of first colon. Last cinquefoil opposite lower fillet-end. Both colons sloping, the 

upper dot nearer letters. Highest portion of upper fillet-end opposite right edge of 

final c. Last c low. - , 3342—Z2 (Rh) 

Var. 43. First cinquefoil close to point of bust and wholly to left of it; second 

to left of hair, distant both from colon and hair; third nearer wreath than c; fourth 

midway between colon and end of toga and distant from both. Upper dot of both 

colons low. c touches, o very close to head. Second N high, on and ne widely 

spaced. EC close. 9 i t- 3 <jn^i of \) 3348—q (R4). 3343—hli2 (R4) 

Var. 44. First cinquefoil very high, above the top of A and about three-fourths 

left of bust; second very close to forelock; third touches head. Last cinquefoil dis¬ 

tant from colon, fillet-ends and toga. First colon wide, midway between i and cinque¬ 

foil. Last colon low, the lower dot below c. auctori widely spaced, c touches 

head, o close. 
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Break from milling through drapery to a, and from milling through o in connec. 

U#1'1—'W3 (R°) 
Var. 45. First cinquefoil about half under bust, distant from a; second distant 

from colon, near forelock and partly above it; third touching head; last distant from 

toga and fully twice as far from colon. First colon wide, the lower dot nearer i. Lower 

dot of last colon a little low. Wide spacing in auctori except between u and c. Top 

of t above that of c. c in connec touches head and is nearer to wreath than usual, o 

near head. Final c low. 
.7l 

3345—W2 (R5) 

[Jii1 

& 

r. 

1787 

Obverse 31]. 

AUCTORI : €- -=> CONNEC : e- 

The only die with large fleurons. First fleuron touches forelock. 

34—k3 (R«). 34 tf1 (R3) 

Obverse 35. 

AUCTORI ; e- ■» CONNEC : * \ 0 Qj f 

Small fleurons. Crosby gives this obverse combined with his reverse (F?) Dr. Hall 

could not find this die. All supposed examples proved on close examination to be 

obverse dies of Type 37 with the first fleuron weakly struck or worn off by circulation. 

Obverse 36. 

■» AUCTORI : «• -» CONNEC I 

Small fleurons. hirst fleuron about half under bust. Both c’s in connec low. 

Lower fillet-end points to last colon. 36—k3 (R3). 36 l1 (R3). 36 ff- (R5) 

Obverse 37. 

•* AUCTORI : 6- ^ CONNEC : * 

First, fleuron entirely left of bust. Varieties 1 and 2. 

First fleuron mostly left of bust. Varieties 3 to 7. 

First fleuron half under bust. Varieties 8 to 10. 

First fleuron mostly under bust. Variety 11. 

First fleuron entirely under bust. Varieties 12 to If. 

Vai. 1. Fleurons: first left of bust; second distant from colon; third clear of head, 

nearer c than wreath; fourth close to end of toga. First colon nearer to i than to fleuron’. U C 

Last colon about equidistant from c and final fleuron, the lower dot of the colon nearer r< 

i. i low. co clear of head. Lower fillet points at last, colon. 371_cc1 (R-) 

\ ar. 2. Fleurons: first almost entirely left of bust; second distant from colon, hair 

and wreath; third close to head; fourth midway between final colon and toga. First 

colon sloping, the lower dot nearer i and about one half below that letter. Last colon 

also sloping to right and opposite upper fillet end. auct widely spaced, with u out of 

position and high, c touches head, o not far from head. Final c low and imperfect 

Lower fillet points at last fleuron. Break through aucto^ 373—k3 (R») 

0 

LaLv 

6 

\JUU 
J 

L-.I Q clfj//l 

fuO OiyCl 
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CO 

Var. 3. Fleurons: first close to bust, partly under, but mostly left; second distant 

from colon, very close to hair; third not far from head, and nearer c than wreath; fourth 

near colon and toga. Both colons slightly low and well separated from letters. Long 

tailed r. Top of i leans to right, e high, leaning to right. Lower fillet points at last 

fleuron. 373—i (R2) 

Var. 4. Fleurons: first partly under, but more than half to left of bust; second 

distant from colon and hair; third very close to head; last distant from colon and end 

of toga. First colon distant from i. Last colon rather distant from c. t above o. i 

low. Second n above the first, clow. 374—k1 (R1). 374—RR (RG) 

Var. 5. Fleurons: first close to bust, and more than half to left of it; second distant 

from colon and hair; third near head; last about midway between colon and end of 

toga. Upper dot of first colon low and distant from i. Last colon low, well separated 

from c and fleuron. Long tailed r. c touches head, o very close. First n high. 

Break from milling to head between third fleuron and c. A later break through 

second fleuron. 375 e (R2) 

Var. 6. Fleurons: first near bust, more than half to left of it; second near, but 

clear of hair; third clear of head, and closer to c than to wreath; last rather closer to 

end of toga than to upper dot of colon. First colon sloping, the upper dot more distant 

from 1. Last colon very low, the lower dot mostly below c. Long tailed r. c on head, 

0 rather close. Second n high. Final c Ioav. Upper curved line of drapery extends 

nearly to l-ibbon bow. L-''- C.TORI ^ v376—k4 (R4). 37°—B (RfiV ' 

Var. 7. Fleurons: first more than half left of bust and almost touching it; last 

fleuron near toga. Dots of first colon equidistant from 1. Three berries in wreath, t 

high. 377—h2 (R5) 

yJL 

Var. 8. Fleurons: first about half under and clear of bust; second n£ar colon, a 

little further from hair; third close to head and much nearer to c than to wreath; last 

fleuron close to colon and end of toga. Colons well apart from letters. Last colon 

points at Ioav part of upper fillet-end. uc and or Avidely spaced. 1 low. c on head, 

o close to head. Crack from drapery along the bottom of au. Another through third 

fleuron and top of wreath to upper dot of first colon. 

37s—k2 (R2). 37s—HIT (R.3). 37s—LL (R3) 

Var. 0. Fleurons: first half under bust; second very distant from colon and dis¬ 

tant to left of hair; third avcII aboATc head and midAvay between wreath and c: last dis¬ 

tant from colon and toga. Both fillet-ends point to last fleuron. Colons Avell spaced 

and nearer to the letters than to the fleurons. Last colon aboArc the upper fillet-end. 0 

close to head, but clear of it and much nearer to wreath than usual. Left lower curve 

of o quite close to head. Last c very Ioav. Three berries in Avreath. 37®—e (R8) 

Var. 10. .Fleurons: first half under and close to bust; second distant from upper 

dot of colon and considerably to left of hair: third nearer to 0 than to top of Avreath: 

last distant slightly from colon and toga. Both colons sloping to right, the loAA’cr dots 

nearer the letters. Lower dot of last colon one half beloAv c. r, touches head, o some¬ 

what distant. Last c Ioav. p \rAjl ^rtl) j . 

A slight die-crack is found from the top of it 1o the left arm of t. 3710—RR (R4) 

Var. 11. Fleurons: first move-khan-ludf under bust; second distant from colon and 
As V-LUvf 
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hair; third close to head; last a little further from space between colon dots than from 

end of toga. First colon low. The dots of last colon nearer to c than to fleuron. 

auctori widely spaced, a near bust, c touches head, o very close to head. Lower 

corner of n very distant from head, con widely spaced. Final c low. 

3711—ff2 (R3) 

Var. 12. Fleurons: first entirely under bust, touching drapery; second distant from 

colon and hair; third close to head, about half way between wreath and c; last low, mid¬ 

way between lower dot of colon and toga. Both colons sloping, the lower dots nearer 

letters. Legend widely spaced, u defective at upper left corner. Long tailed r. c 

touches head, o very close to head, leaning to left. The upper curved line of the 

drapery extends back of the neck up to the ribbon bow. 

3712—LL (R4). 3712—TT (R5) 

Var. 13. Fleurons: first wholly under bust, distant from a; second close to upper 

dot of colon, distant from hair; third well separated from head; last close to space be¬ 

tween colon dots and pointing to lower edge of upper dot. First colon slopes decidedly 

to right, with the lower dot much the nearer to i. Last colon slightly low, the lower dot 

about half way between c and fleuron. r high and above o. r and i lean to right, c 

on head, o close to head, leaning to left and distant from n. Legend widely spaced. 

Die cracks through middle of last E, and from bottom of c to toga. 3713—HH (R2) 

Var. 14. Fleurons: first high entirely under bust slightly distant from colon, 

pointing between the dots; third close to head; last distant from colon and low, pointing 

u at, lower dot of colon. Both colons low and sloping^ right. Wide spacing in auctort. c 0! ,■ 
c touches head. Upper fillet-end opposite space between last colon and fleuron. Lower 

fillet end points at last fleuron. A curved fold of the toga extends from point of bust 

0 ft i 

uniting with the first fleuron. 

> 
3714—cc2 (R«) 

Obverse 38. 

auciori : 

auci widely spaced, ori closer. 

+ CON NEC:x 

Colons wide. letters. 

* '• -38 -CO (R2). 38—l2 (R3) 

Obverse 3ft). 

* auctobi : «- * connec : «=- 

Var. 1. First fleuron almost entirely under bust. Third fleuron close to head. 

Last colon low, the lower dot, below c. Three berries in wreath. Medium spacing. 

■Jf- 

II 

Nvec I t-A/ 

pi 

391—ff2 (R6). 391—h1 (R5) 1**1 » 

Var. 2. First fleuron half under bust. Second fleuron distant from colon, pointing ' ‘ ' ■ 

M ^ i ' 

between the dots. First colon sloping, the lower dot much nearer i. Last colon regular. 
Milling coarse. 392—ee (R4) 

Obverse J/.0- 

AUCTOPI * * CONNEC 

Large letters. Stars with five blunt points. Last c touches end of toga. In most 

specimens the space between a and u is incused, showing a small raised letter like a c. 4' tr 

40—N (Rs). 40—kk1 (R'>) 

'Jill. 
rty. 

1: C: R liel \jju. 
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Obverse Jjl. 

* AUCTOPI : * * CONNEC I 

Large letters. Stars with five blunt points. Upper clot of colon after i very low. 

Last fillet end opposite c. Lower dot of colon on end of toga. 

Crosby and Hall give the final punctuation of the legend as a period. Sharp speci¬ 

mens indicate that it is more likely a colon, the lower dot touching and blending with 

the end of the toga adjacent to c. 41—ii (11s j 

Obverse !j°2. 

* AUCTOPI : * CONNEC • * 

Large letters. Stars with five blunt points. First star partly under bust, i and 

upper dot of colon low. Period close to end of toga. Last star below drapery. 

As in Obverse 41 the final punctuation may have been meant for a colon, the lower 

dot weak and blending with the end of the toga. However this is not so clearly shown 

as in Obverse 41. Break from milling to wreath. 42—o (R6). 42—kk2 (R2) 

Obverse Jjo. 

to AUCTORI . * to CONNFC . to 

ViH 1 Letters small and closely spaced except co. Cinquefoils near periods, c touches 

head, o very close to head, f punch used for e. Upper fillet-end points at last einque- 

M f°?' li u Fkv * - ,' ^ anO i s (OX 
Obverse Jj.li. 

to AUCTORI : to CONNEC 

First cinquefoil close to point of bust and most all to left of it. No cinquefoil be¬ 

tween colon and wreath. Last cinquefoil close to toga. Lower dot of first colon close 

to hair, auct widely spaced. Top of ori on a lower curve than that of auct. c partly 

on head, e made with an f punch altered, ec consecutively low. 

44—W4 (R2). 44—W5 (Rn). 44—Z10 (R») 

Obverse Jj5. 

-X - AUCTORI :-+- -X- CONNEC:- + - 

Small letters. Cross with hyphens before auctori. Hyphen to left of second cross 

joins the cross. Last cross between ends of toga. Second n high. Lower fillet-end 

points at last colon. 45—CC (R4) 

Obverse JjG. 

* auctori: x- - x - connec:-x- 

First cross below bust and high. Good specimens show dots in three angles of this 

cross instead of Ihe plain cross in Dr. Hall’s list. Second cross high. The hyphen to 

right of this cross touches wreath. Last cross between the ends of the toga. Colons 

wide. Letters large, a close to bust. The tail of r joins the base line of i. ec low. 

Last colon distant from toga. 46—BB (R1) 
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Obverse Ifl • 

» AUCTORI : - X - - X - CONNEC I 

Large letters. Leaves of wreath outlined. The tail of it does not join i. Three 

fillet-ends opposite c. 47—a3 (It5) 

Obverse JfS. 

-9 AUCTOKI I CONNEC I 

First fleuron slightly under bust; last distant from toga. Upper fillet points at 

last colon, on widely spaced. The periods after second and before third fleuron dis¬ 

tinguish this legend from Obv. 37. 48—g5 (It5) 

Obverse Jf9. 

auctori : » * CONNEC: • 

Two cinquefoils between the wreath and c, as in Obv. 15. Two known. (f\ j /'NJ 

49—Z1 (R«) 

Obverse 90. 

» AUCTORI . » * CONNLC . » _ ” 
rur^ t 0 

First cinquefoil between drapery and a; second close to and hair. Last 

cinquefoil between ends of toga,. Letters large. Both fillet-ends point to c. Same die 

as Obv. 17 of 1788.^Irregular die-cracks in front of face and neck, one passing through 

first c to milling. " ; L 50_F (R5) 

Obverse 91. 

AUCTORI * CONNEC * 

This obv. given by Dr. Hall, but later changed by him to obv. 292. Sharp, well 

struck specimens show an additional star, weakly struck, before connec. This renders 

the legend identical with that of Obv. 29. The combination is 292—o. 

Obverse 92. 

AUCTORI/ CONNEC f , 

Mailed bust, facing right. Head of medium size and round, with Roman nose.1 

Fillet-ends tied with a bow. 'ink . f ),. J. 0 , 52_G 
• U^y 

Obverse 93. 

auctori : *JWP Cuff • connec : «• 

First fleuron low, slightly under bust. Second fleuron also low. Last fleuron dis- J) 
taut from colon and toga. Upper dot of last colon the nearer to c. 

The period before third fleuron distinguishes this legend from those of Obverses 37 

and 48. 53—FF (ID) 

Obverse 9J+. 

$+1'. l - <• A-,k) i . 

auctori: x - + . connec: :•: 

Legend the same as Crosby’s Obv. 21 with hyphens added to the second cross. All 

specimens examined of Type 21 prove to be identical with Hall’s 54, with the hyphens 

weakly struck or worn off. This die, therefore, has been listd as Obv. 21 with hyphens 
added to Crosby’s legend. 
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Obverse ft,5. THIS 12 

* LTJ'Jsl N J.JU . *«- * AJWfPOM—P 

— 'Mailed bust-,-feeing left* 8«w«- legend as obverse 08:—Mule of obr.-4&~aL jisa_ 

(r«) 

1787 REVERSE 

Reverse A 

ETLIB INDE 

Coarse, serrated milling. Large Liberty cap. ]i—A 

Reverse B. 

INDE et lib 

Large letters. Coarse milling, most of it wanting. Branch points at lower left 

corner of e in et.. 2—B. 376 B 

Reverse C. 

INDE • ET LIB 

Period after inde large. Date small, figures leaning to left, short branch with three 

leaves. Elbow forms a sharp point. I2—C 

Reverse I). 

INDE + ET + + 4 + LIB * + 

Two crosslets between et and head. The curved lower end of the shield terminates 

in a crosslet. Left upright of n double cut. 9—D. 13—D 

Reverse E. ^ • 

* INDE * ET *• * LIB * * 

Stars with five blunt points. Plume projecting from hair-knot, wide spacing be¬ 

tween i b. 9—E. 10—E. II1—E 

Reverse F. 

» INDE » ET 9 9 « » LIB « « 

Eight cinquefoils in legend, the first weak and close to foot of Liberty. The last 

cinquefoil close to shield. Coarse, serrated milling. 15—F. 50—F. 55—F 

Reverse Gr 

inde * ET 

/ 
LIB * 

Stars with six sharp points. Last star near b, distant from shield. 3—G. 52—G 
3 r*^ ■« /, -U. pfl • fi , 52 bx-v f< 1. 

Reverse IT. 

inde • et > > Lib. ** 
Small date. A pheon on each side of date. Top of t in et weak 

l 

14—II 

Reverse I 

INDE : ET LIB. 

Lower and right dots of group connect, et widely spaced. Break in the die be¬ 

tween d and e. 7—I 
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Reverse K. 

* INI > K * * KT UIB * 

Stars with five blunt points. Plume from hair-knot, inde widely spaced. Stars ‘ju, |.j jj 

somewhat distant from foot and shield. 11-—K. II3—K 

Reverse L. 

INDE • ET • MB • 

Letters large with wide spacing. Top leaf of branch below lower right corner of e. 

I8—L. 4—L 

Reverse M. 

INDE : * * * ET • LIB ." 

Stars with six blunt points. Liberty cap low. All figures of date distant from ,j, 

date line. 61—M. 62—M 

Reverse N. 

INDE * * * ETI.IB * 

Stars with five blunt points. Branch points at first star. Last star close to lower 

part of shield. Figure 8 imperfect. 8—N. 292—N. 40—-N ^ 

Reverse 0. 

* INDE : * + ft ETI.IB : * 

Stars with five blunt points, d smaller than other letters in inde. Lower line of 

l long and close to base of i. 8—0 

Reverse P. 

• IN DE • ET LIB . 

The first two periods opposite the centre of letters; the last period high. Branch 

between n and d. The lower right corner of b disconnected and extending to right. In 

date 17 low. 5—P 

Reverse Q. ,i - / 
W ■ j , U^/i 

* IN DE • ETI.IB • « 

Both periods low. Last period and cinquefoil partly in shield. Branch hand be¬ 

tween n and d. Branch points^ahupper part of upright of d. Coarse milling. 12—Q 

/AJ 17^7 ^ !%77 
Reverse R.) 

+ IND xx * et + v + * lib * + x 

Eleven crosslets in legend. The lower curved portion of the shield terminates in 

a crosslet as in reverse D. Leaves of branch made with the same erosslet punch. 

Coarse milling. Irregular die-break to left of last 7 of date, giving the 7 the appearance 

of having been struck over an 8. 9—R. 15—R 

Reverse S. f . / 

* INDL » ET « ft LIB ft 
- _ lie 
Besides the cinquefoils in the legend, a cinquefoil is shown on each side of the date. 

The one on the left is distant from the figure 1 and touches the line. The cinquefoil on 

the right is below the line and close to the top of 7. In the date i is distant from 7 and 

leans decidedly to left. 
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A heavy break from right edge of shield to border nearly obliterates the letters ib. 

The few specimens known of this very rare die are all in poor condition. 15—S 

Reverse T. 

* INI)E : « « ETL1B : « 

Var. 1. Lower dot of last colon distant from shield. No terminal leaf to branch. 
Date-line single. 

Heavy break from edge near last cinquefoil. Break from milling between edge and 
fourth cinquefoil. 3330_qu 

Var. 2. Lower dot of last colon touches shield. “Skeleton hand.” Date-line 

double. 335—T-. 331G—T2. 333G T2 
Reverse V. 

6 INDE . » « o * ET LIB • 

This die is given in Crosby’s table in combination with obv. 32. Dr. Hall also in¬ 

cludes it in his list, but his record of the number of pieces of each variety found contains 

no examples of Rev. V except two, both of which he later erased from his list. It seems 

reasonably certain that the type is Rev. X with the final cinquefoil not showing. 

Reverse W. 

« INDE ETL1B : 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil (listant from foot and 1. Leaves of branch distant from 

colon and second cinquefoil. 1 low, distant from n. l low. b altered from r. 

Breaks: Second cinquefoil to branch; from lower part of shields to edge; through 

second e. 33_Wi 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil nearer foot than 1. Branch long ending on a level with top 

of second cinquefoil. Second leaf to left almost touches colon. Left part of date-line 
triple. Diagonal break across shield. ' Jw * ( ■ £ 3334—y\r2. 3345 W2 

Var. 3. First cinquefoil and legend distant from milling. Branch ends opposite 

second cinquefoil. Second and third leaves on left near lower dot of colon. Lower line 

of e in et and sloping downward, b low. Lower dot of last colon close to b and shield. 

3312—Ws 332r>—W3. 332G—W3. 3344—W3 

Var. 4. Legend distant from milling. First cinquefoil close to leg of goddess. 

First colon distant from e and sloping to right. Second leaf on left near colon-dot. 

Last colon also sloping, the lower dot close to b and cinquefoil, b altered from R. 

333W-w1' 44—W4 

Var. 5. Branch-hand opposite space between d and e. n double cut. Break be¬ 
tween t and l from.pole to milling. 332G—W5. 44—W5 

Var. G. inde widely spaced, 1 leaning to left. Upper line of first e imperfect. 

Colon distant from e and still further from cinquefoil, the lower dot below the base 

line of e. Third cinquefoil relatively high. Second leaf on each side of branch promi¬ 

nent. Branch points to left side of third cinquefoil, ending opposite second. Base of 

e in et curved, t high, lib close at bottom, b a little low. Last colon sloping, the 

lower dot heavy and entirely on shield. Crack from upper left corner of 1 to border 
and from shield to milling. Ryder collection. 3310—yja 

A(MS 
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Reverse X. 

« INDE . « « » « ETLIB . w 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil near foot, in line with top of i. Fourth cinquefoil low. 

First colon distant from e and cinquefoil. Last1 colon'close to shield and cinquefoil. 

Top of branch almost,touches third cinquefoil, i low, leaning to left, e in kt low. No 

curls. orys 30—XL 02-—XL 327—X1 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil near foot, its top slightly below the level of top of i. First 

period near base line of e and partly below it. Last period partly on shield. Last 

cinquefoil close to shield and opposite the upper curve of b. Branch points a trifle 

right of the centre of the third cinquefoil, ino widely spaced, with i low and leaning 

to left. Letters of etlib irregular with e high, et slants to left, ib successively low. 

Die-crack connecting the top and bottom of first 7. 322—X2 

Var. 3. First cinquefoil about twice as far from l as from foot. First period 

touches base line of e. Last period distant from shield, nearer to b than to cinquefoil. 

Branch points to right of third cinquefoil and ends just below it. e in et slants to left. 

Top of t higher than adjoining letters. I in lib high, b altered from r. 32l—X3 

Var. 4. First cinquefoil nearer to foot than to i and partly above the top of i. First 

period somewhat distant from e and very distant from second cinquefoil. The three 

cinquefoils between e and head all high. Last period half on shield. Last cinquefoil 

distant from b and often weakly struck. Letters heavy. Lower line of first e defective. 

Branch points at third cinquefoil and is distant from it. Second leaf on left points at 

colon. t high, b low, altered from r. Lower sash-end opposite space between l and i. 

411 X4 - 322—XL 32s—X4 

Var. 5. Branch points left of third cinquefoil, its highest point opposite right edge 

of second. Fourth and fifth cinquefoils low. Last cinquefoil slightly distant from 

shield. Last colon touches shield. Lower sash-end opposite i. 324_X5 

Var. 6. Branch points at centre of third cinquefoil, ending below it. First period 

close to e and about half below it. Last period near shield, which is indented opposite 

the period. Last cinquefoil nearly touches shield. The two lower leaves on each side 

of branch large and prominent, t in et and l in lib slightly high. 32°_X° 

9.7m 

■JU. 

I / 
WtAiL 

0,1. M ( 

Reverse Y. 

® INDE ft — $ * ETLIK 

Ihe three cinquefoils after inde separated by hyphens and widely spaced. Last 

colon close to b and final cinquefoil. Branch crooked. The lowest leaf on left, pointing 

diagonally downward. qg_y 

Reverse Z. 

& INDE ! ft ft $ & ETLIB l » 

In varieties 4, 5, If 15, ID and 20 the lower dot of the last colon is distant from 
the shield. 

In varieties 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 21 and 23 it is dose to the shield 
and touches the shield in var. 12. 

In varieties 7, 9, 18 and 2f the lower dot is partly or wholly in the shield. 

x1 Iff* # 

- 7' l 

LHU 

-T 

TbUdTt t Us 

U / 

B ETt l 
y 
8 U 
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Var. 1. First cinquefoil close to foot; second, third and fourth nearly equidistant, 

the third high. Last cinquefoil close to upper dot of colon and shield. First colon low, 

the lower dot almost all below e. Last colon also low, the dots close, the lower one very 

near but not touching shield. Top leaf of branch points at right side of third cinque¬ 

foil, ending somewhat below it. Branch-hand opposite e. i loans to left. First e struck 

over an n. e in et leans to left. Top of t further from e than from l. Lower curve of 

h too small. Date-line curved over last 7. 8 touches line. T U* r~ 

When combined with obv. 33411 die-cracks occur from border along the edge of fourth 

cinquefoil to shoulder and across shield to milling; also from right shoulder to pole- 

hand. 3313—Z1. 33in—Z1. 3338—Z1. 3340—Zb 49—Z1 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil nearer to foot than to i. Wider spacing between third and 

fourth cinquefoils than between seeond and third. Last cinquefoil near shield and op¬ 

posite upper colon-dot. Both colons close to letters with the upper dot low. Lower dot 

of last colon close to shield. Branch-hand opposite e. Leaves distant from colon. Top 

leaf points to right edge of third cinquefoil, terminating a little below it. Close spacing 

in inde. Bottom of lib close. All figures below date-line. Late issues show vertical 

break through head and neck. 334—Z-. 3319—Z-. 3340—Z2. 3342—Z- 

Var. 3. First cinquefoil high and close to foot. Third cinquefoil nearer to second 

than to fourth. Last cinquefoil close to colon and shield. Colons regular and near 

cinquefoils. Branch-hand opposite e. Top leaf points at centre of third cinquefoil and 

is considerably below it. inde widely spaced, i in lib high, b apparently made from 

an r punch. Figures 1 and last 7 encroach on date-line. 

324—Z3. 3333—Z3. 3334—Z3 

Var. 4. First cinquefoil nearer to foot than to i. The three following cinquefoils 

nearly equidistant, the second a little low. Last cinquefoil touches shield and is near 

lower dot of colon. First colon near e and cinquefoil slanting to left, the upper dot low. 

Last colon near b and a little further from shield. Top leaf points to left part of third 

cinquefoil and is near to it. e in et leans to left, li a trifle high, b connected from r. 

In date 1 low, 8 touches line, which is curved over both 7’s. Zd 2^ 3323—Z4 

Var. 5. First cinquefoil nearer foot than i. Wider spacing between third and 

fourth cinquefoils than between second and third. Last cinquefoil distant from shield, 

opposite space between colon-dots. First colon nearer to e than to cinquefoil, the lower 

dot opposite second leaf on left of branch. Last colon near b and distant from shield. 

Branch points to centre of third cinquefoil, the top leaf out of position to the right, i 

leans to left. All figures of date touch line. Break from d across waist to pole. 332—Zr> 

Var. 6. First cinquefoil a little nearer to i than to foot. The three following cin¬ 

quefoils about equidistant. Last cinquefoil close to colon and shield. Colons near 

cinquefoils. Branch-hand opposite upright of e and space between n and e. Branch 

long and narrow, printing at centre of third cinquefoil, i low, leaning to loft. In etlib 

e and b low. All figures date below line, - • , V L 7 ' ' 3313—Z,!. 333s—Zu 
[ M 

Var. 7. First cinquefoil nearer foot than i. Fourth cinquefoil low opposite face. 

Last cinquefoil high, mostly above upper dot of colon and close to rim of shield. First 

colon near e distant from cinquefoil. Last colon close to b, slanting to right, the lower 
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dot half on shield. Branch-hand opposite e. Branch wide, its top leaf pointing right of 

second cinquefoil and terminating opposite the centre of the cinquefoil. First i low, tl 

widely separated, b low. Date-line defective at left. 1 high, distant from 7. Other fig¬ 

ures below line. 3310—Z7. 3313—Z7. 33-”—Z7 

Var. 8. First cinquefoil nearer foot than i, but distant from both. Following three 

cinquefoils about equally spaced, the fourth low. Last cinquefoil near shield distant 

from colon. Lower dot of last colon close to shield and a little nearer b than the upper 

dot. Branch-hand opposite e and space between d and E. Branch short and broad, 

pointing nearly at centre of second cinquefoil and terminating well below it. Third leaf 

on left touches lower dot of colon. In etlib e and b low, li close at bottom, b from an 

r punch with a long lower line added. Date-line irregular and broken, all figures touch¬ 

ing it. B 3310—Z8 

Var. 9. First cinquefoil closer to foot than i, but less distant from i than usual. 

Third cinquefoil nearer to fourth than to second. Last cinquefoil close to upper dot of 

colon and touches shield. First colon much nearer to e than to cinquefoil. Upper dot 

of both colons low. Lower dot of last colon in shield. Branch-hand opposite upright of 

e and space below. Top of upper leaf about level with right edge of second cinquefoil. 

n distant from x, its top above that of d. b low, leaning to right. Date-line curved over 

both 7’s. 1 touches the line. 8 encroaches on it. Crack from pole hand through latter 

part of legend. ‘ p- .' • ' J ,33 2 3329—Z9. 3385—Z9. 3337—Z9 

Var. 10. First cinquefoil near foot. Third cinquefoil nearer to second than to 

fourth. Last cinquefoil close to shield, distant from colon. Colons distant from letters 

with the upper dot low. Upper dot of first colon more distant from e. Lower dot of 

last colon near shield. Branch-hand opposite e. Second leaf on left opposite colon, but 

distant. Top leaf points at left edge of third cinquefoil and is opposite the highest part 

of the second. Wide spacing in inde, the i leaning to left, b slightly low, inclining to 

right. Lower date-line defective. 337—Z10. 3324—Z10. 3325 Z10. 44 Z10 

Var. 11. First cinquefoil a little nearer i than foot, but distant from both. The 

three following cinquefoils equidistant. Last cinquefoil close to shield, distant from 

colon. Colons distant from letters with upper dot low. Lower dot of last colon near 

shield. Branch-hand opposite e and space below. Branch points left of third cinque¬ 

foil and ends opposite second. Second leaf on left points to lower right corner of e. 

Lower left corner of second e near pole-hand b altered from r. In date first 7 high, the 

line above defective. Last 7 low. 

J: 5* 

Break from milling through upright of T; also from globe through last 7. 

3320—Z11. 332S-—-Z11. 3333—Z11. 3334—Z11. 3341—Z11 Ji 7Z " 

Var. 12. First cinquefoil rather far from foot and twice as far from i. Third 

cinquefoil slightly nearer to fourth than to second. Last cinquefoil close to upper dot 

of colon and shield. Colons near letters with the upper dot low. Lower dot of last 

colon close to b and touching shield. Branch-hand opposite space between de. Branch 

points left of third cinquefoil and ends slightly above second. Uprights of ib parallel. 

b low. All figures touch date-line. Die crack from foot to top of first i; through 8; 
along top Of ETLIB. 00 2_yv> 
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Var. 13. First cinquefoil about midway between foot and i. Third cinquefoil 

nearer second than to fourth. Last cinquefoil opposite upper dot of colon and close to 

shield. Colons close to e and n, 1 lie upper dot of both low. Lower dot of last colon 

near shield. Branch points at left part of third cinquefoil and ends a little above 

second. Third leaf on left is near colon, pointing to the lower dot. b low. In date 1 

high, both 7’s below lino. Crack through fourth cinquefoil. 

331—Z13. 33 s—Z13. 3332—Z13 

Var. 14. First cinquefoil low, almost touching figure. The three following cinque¬ 

foils equally spaced. Last cinquefoil distant from colon and shield. Both colons low, 

with their lower dot almost all below the preceding letters. Branch-hand opposite colon 

and space above it.. Branch ends half way between second and third cinquefoils and 

points just left of the third. Top leaf disconnected to left, i in lib double cut. 1 

touches line, 787 below it. Break from edge nearly to branch between colon and second 

cinquefoil. 331-t—£14 

Var. 15. First cinquefoil nearly equidistant from foot and 1. Much wider spacing 

between second and third cinquefoils than between third and fourth. Last cinquefoil 

very clase to shield. Colons with dots close. First colon much nearer to e than to 

cinquefoil. Last colon low, midway between b and cinquefoil, the lower dot rather 

distant from shield. • Branch-hand opposite e and space above it. Branch long, pointing 

at edge. Fourth leaf from bottom on both sides prominent. First 1 inclines to left. 

n high. Top leaf of branch disconnected between second and third cinquefoils, ib low. 

Lower curve of b double cut. First 7 below, other figures touch date-line. 3316—Z1"’ 

Var. 16. First cinquefoil distant from foot and 1. Third cinquefoil slightly nearer 

second than fourth. Last cinquefoil touches shield, opposite upper dot of colon and 

distant from it. Upper dot of both colons low. Last colon about twice as far from 

cinquefoil as from b, the lower dot not far from rim of shield. Branch-hand opposite 

upright of e and space below. Branch points right of second cinquefoil and ends 

opposite its lower edge. First 1 low and distant from n. Upright of t extends below 

l. b, made with an r punch altered, leans strongly to right. On this reverse the pole- 

hand is lacking, the arm terminating abruptly below e. 

Die-break from milling through top of e. 331-—Z10. 3337—Z16. 3328—Zlfi 

Var. 17. First cinquefoil not far from foot, about twice as far from 1. Third cinque¬ 

foil much nearer to second than to fourth. Last cinquefoil touches shield. Dots of both 

colons close, the upper dot low. First colon rather near e, very distant from cinquefoil. 

Last colon slopes to left, the lower dot very close to shield. Branch-hand mostly opposite 

space between 1: and colon. Branch points at left part of third cinquefoil ending just 

above second. Second leaf from top 011 left near cinquefoil. Top of letters in inde 

not all on same curve, et wide, li close at base. Date line defective over both 7’s. 

Long break through e across figure to border. Break at right of foot through date 

line. 33'-—Z17 

Var. 18. First cinquefoil near foot and low. Widest spacing between second and 

third cinquefoils. Last cinquefoil close to upper dot of colon and touches shield. Lower 

dot of last colon half on shield. Branch-hand opposite e. Branch points at left part 
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of third cinquefoil, its top between second and third, li close at base. Lower curve of 

b close to shield. Date-line curved over 1 and both 7’s. 3311—Z18 

Var. 19. First cinquefoil about equidistant from foot and x. Three following 

cinquefoils equally spaced. Last cinquefoil distant from shield, opposite space between 

dots of colon. Last colon midway between B and cinquefoil and distant from shield. 

Branch-hand opposite e and space below it. Branch points at left edge of third cinque¬ 

foil, the top leaf a little above second. Second leaf on left very near colon. First e 

high, leaning to right. Lower corner of e in et distant from pole-hand. Lower curve 

of b small. Date about evenly spaced. 331—Zu>. 338—Z,!) 

Var. 20. First cinquefoil high, distant from foot and i. Group of three cinque¬ 

foils about equally spaced. Last cinquefoil rather distant from shield. Dots of first 

colon close, the upper are low. Last colon midway between b and cinquefoil, the lower 

dot distant from shield. Branch-hand opposite space between o and e. Top of branch 

opposite second cinquefoil, pointing to left of third, d low. Top of first e leans to right. 

Last 7 low. 

Heavy break over last cinquefoil, extending later to upper part of b. Semi-circular 

figures encroach on date-line. ilUlx Piiw~ 

Var. 21. First cinquefoil high, a little nearer to foot than to i. Group of three 

cinquefoils widely and evenly spaced. Last cinquefoil near upper dot of colon and 

shield. First colon sloping, the lower dot nearer e. Last colon also sloping, the dots 

close, the lower one very near shield. Branch-hand opposite right part of e and space 

between e and colon. Branch points at third cinquefoil, the top leaf a little below it. 

Top of n above that of d. n struck with a punch altered probably from an o. All 

figures encroach on date-line. 33-—Z-1. 3$12—Z-] 

Var. 22. First cinquefoil high, nearer foot than i. Second and third cinquefoils 

more widely spaced than third and fourth. Last cinquefoil very near or touching upper 

dot of colon. Branch short, pointing between second and third cinquefoils. Top leaf 

about opposite right edge of second cinquefoil. Branch-hand opposite e. n struck with 

same altered punch as in Z21. 

Heavy break near milling to right of fourth cinquefoil. 332—Z-2 

Var. 23. First cinquefoil distant from foot and i. The following group of three 

evenly and rather closely spaced. Last cinquefoil close to shield. First colon distant 

from e and still more so from cinquefoil. Last colon nearer to cinquefoil than to B, 

the lower dot very close to shield. Branch-hand opposite space between n and e. Top 

leaf disconnected and pointing at third cinquefoil, b low leaning to right. 

Heavy break from shoulder to milling between third and fourth cinquefoils. Die 

crack from edge through lower right corner of l. 333s_Z-3 

Var. 24. First cinquefoil high in line with top of i. Group of three cinquefoils 

about evenly spaced. Last cinquefoil distant from upper dot of colon and close to shield. 

First colon slants to right and is distant from cinquefoil. Last colon very low, the lower 

dot entirely on shield. Branch-hand opposite e. Branch points to third cinquefoil, 

ending about half way between second and third. First i low and double cut. n high. 

lib successively low. b altered from r. Figure 1 small, leaning to left. In some speci- 

zjj U i¥ 
I 

3 Z 

Jqi u 
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mens a heavy break occurs from milling above fourth cinquefoil extendiug downward 

across shoulder and drapery to the milling on the right of 7. This break is especially 

noticeable when reverse 24 is combined with obverse 18. 

3312—Z24. 331S—Z24. 3325—Z** 

Reverse a. 

X INDK : - +-+ — — + - ETLIB I 

Var. 1. Large letters. Branch-hand opposite E. Third leaf on left of branch close 

to lower dot of colon, l high. Lower line of b light. Lower dot of last colon on shield. 

Break from upper right corner of l to edge. 26—a1. 27_a1 

Var. 2. Large letters. Branch-hand opposite d. Top leaf near lower dot of colon. 

e in et low. Left lower corner of t defective. Last colon very low. Upper dot touches 

rim, lower dot all on shield. 20—a2. 29_a2 

Var. 3. Large letters. Branch-hand opposite upright of e. Branch points at 

second cross, ib successively low. Hyphen to left of fourth cross on hair. Hyphen to 

right of fourth cross touches pole. 78 widely spaced. 47—a3 

Reverse h. 

x inde:- + — + - +- etlib: 

Letters large. Branch-hand opposite upright of e and space between d and e. Left 

lower corner of e in et distant from pole-hand, b well clear of shield. Last colon low, 

the lower dot nearly all on shield. 25—b 

Reverse c. 

+ -inoe : -+ —+ - -+ - etlib : 

Crosby describes this die in combination with obv. 22. Hall did not succeed in find¬ 

ing it and authentic examples are lacking. = cy ~ w j(f* ! v. 1 ( 

b - " ' ! f, 
Reverse d. 

■X INDE : + + ETLIB : 

Another die listed on Crosby’s authority, but lacking later confirmation. Crosby 

combines it with obv. 26. f, A^ Wsi d 

Reverse e. 

+ inde : *e-«— + etlib: 

Branch-hand opposite n. Top leaf points at large dot of ornament. Wide spacing 

between tl. b distant from shield. Last colon low, the lower dot part on shield. 

375—e. 37°—e 

Reverse f. 

- +-INDE : + + - + - ET - LIB : 

Crosby describes this die as reverse f of the draped busts of 1787 and combines it 

with obv. 24. We have met no specimens that exactly conform to it. Reverse ff is 

similar, but without hyphens to 4th cross. 

_ , , , m L •. c TT 4* J , 
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Reverse <). 

- + -indk:-+— - +- - +- et — lib : 

Var. 1. Letters small. Branch-hand opposite upright of e and space between n 

and e. Top leaf near second cross. Hyphen to right of third cross very distant from 

head. Hyphen to right of fourth cross near pole. Upper dot of both colons low. 

Lower dot of last colon half on shield. Liberty pole touches date-line midway between 

1 and 7. 18—g1 

Var. 2. Letters small. Branch-hand opposite e and space between d and E. Top 

of branch about level with right extremity of second cross. Lower line of l long. Pole 

touches date-line just above the left upper corner of first 7. Lower dot of last colon 

partly on shield. Vet (r? ■' 6 i ' I> \ • //„ [</ Hr-/, c u.4() 22—g2 

\ ar. 3. Letters small. Branch-hand opposite d. Top leaf of branch near hyphen 

to left of second cross. Hyphen to right of fourth cross joins the cross. A line unites 

the hyphen in et—lib with the right top of t. Lower dot of last colon very close to 

shield, i touches date line, other figures below it. 17—g3. 24—g3 

Var. 4. Letters small. Branch-hand opposite right part of d. Top leaf points 

at left edge of second cross and is close to it. Hyphen to left of first cross touches 

figure just above the foot. Hyphen to left joins third cross. Hyphen to right of fourth 

cross touches pole and looks like a projecting finger. Lower dot of last colon touches 

shield. Upper date line the longer. Break below in. Crack along bottom of date. 

i r • 7H 19—g4 
Var. 5. ^Letters small. Branch-hand opposite d and space between n and e. Top 

of upper log* touches colon-dot. Hyphen to right of first cross . weak. Hyphen to left 

of fourth cross below plume. Last colon clear of shield. Light break from upper left 

corner of first e. 24_gr>. 48_<»-r’ 

Reverse h. 
+ I NOE : .e-<=— x ET - LIB : 

Var. 1. Branch-hand opposite d. Top of branch level with right edge of first colon, 

in widely spaced. Lower curve of b light. 391 fri 

Var. 2. Top of branch near large dot of ornament. Letters in inde about evenlv 
spaced, 

l/sr 2, *U : 
?fC- I,. 

III iND. 
t. 

377- 

£: 

of goddess. In A t 

JU. 

-h2 

3: 

Scroll nearly 

373—i 

lv/7£ ZrJ 4- wU' ' , 

Reverse i. 
+ inde : «e-«- „ et — lib: x 

Branch-hand opposite e. Branch points to large dot of ornament, 

or quite touches head. Base line of 1 in lib long,, ■ f £ . T 

Reverse k. 
'r INDE : •e-s-- sr ET — LIB : 

l’he legend of k is the same as that of reverse cc, except the final letter, which in 
reverse cc is an r. 

Var. 1. Branch-hand opposite space between r> and e. Top of branch opposite 

middle of space between colon and ornament. Foliage scanty. First scroll near foot 

37*—k1 

U 
Ay ,( 
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Var. 2. Branch-hand opposite d and space between d and e. Upper leaf of branch 

partly on large dot of ornament. Period-like dot in field below the smaller fleuron of 

ornament. Last colon low, sloping to right, the lower dot almost all below b. 378—-k2 

Var. 3. Upper leaf ends opposite centre of large doL, First scroll very near or 

touching goddess. Lower edge of last colon on same curve as bottom of adjacent b. 

34is» 36—k3 

Var. 4. Top leaf unusually large and almost touching large dot. Right lower 

corner of b square and heavy, apparently altered from r. Last 7 low. Die broken on 

edge above ornament. 376—k4 

Var. 5. Branch-hand opposite upright of d and space between n and d. Branch 

ends opposite space between e and colon. No terminal leaf. Second leaf on right large 

and prominent. Second scroll almost touches head. 372—k3 

Reverse l. 

«« INDE : .6-e~ «« ET — LIB ; « 

Var. 1. Branch-hand opposite d. Top of branch just beyond first colon, b altered 

from r. Last fleuron touches shield. Last 7 below line. LI _p, 36—l1 

Var. 2. Branch-hand opposite space between d and e. Branch short and wide, 

pointing to large dot of ornament, b altered from r. Both 7’s below date-line. 
163—12. 3310—p. 38—12 

Reverse m. 

* INDE * * * ET - LIB * 

Large letters. Branch points to second star. Last star distant from b and close 

to shield. Stars with five blunt points. Wide date. 161—m. 25—m. 28—m 

Reverse n. 

* INDE : * •»■ * ET - LIB : 

Branch-hand opposite upright of d and space between n and d. Branch nearly or 

quite touches lower dot of colon, inde and et widely spaced, lib rather close. Colon 

dots heavy. Lower dot of last colon touches shield. 164—11. 163—11. 28—n. 29—11 

Reverse 0. 
* INDE * * ETLIB * 

Branch-hand opposite o. Branch points at second star. Top leaf disconnected. 

inde widely spaced. Letters large, lib successively low. 

Break through lower part of second e, also from left upper corner of l. 

28—o. 292—0. 42—o 

Reverse p. 

» INDE * * * ETLIB * 

First star close to foot. Last star touches shield and is usually weak. Specimens 

occur in which only faint traces of the star are found, nd widely spaced, li very close 

at bottom. ! ■ ‘ * L * 16°—P 29l—P rr 
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Raverse, q. 

I NOE : «• O » » ETLIB : « 

Top leaf of branch disconnected to right. A line connects the corners of first k. 

ib successively low and close at bottom. Lower dot of last colon imperfect and touches 

shield. 

Curved brea.ks from head to pole, and from pole-hand to cinquefoil and milling. 

33'—q 3313—q 33"'—q 3343—q 

Reverse r. 

* INDE : * « # ET LIB : 

Var. 1. Branch-hand opposite e. Branch points right of second cinquefoil. Third 

leaf on left disconnected. Bottom of l high, top leans to left, b struck over a cinque- r'/ ’ 

foil. Lower dot of last colon close to, but clear of shield. In date 1 slants to left and 
. . . A 

is distant from 7. 3315_ri 3317_ri 

Var. 2. Branch-hand opposite upright of e and space between d and e. Branch 

points right of second cinquefoil. Third leaf on right disconnected, b over a cinque¬ 

foil. Dots of colon close and heavy. Last colon sloping, the lower dot very close to b. 

Late impression show the b slightly open below. 337_r2 

Var. 3. Branch-hand opposite upright of e and space between d and e. Branch 

points at left edge of second cinquefoil. No additional spacing between et and lib. 0 hi 

Upper dot of last colon low, the lower dot close to but clear of shield. In date 1 and 

first 7 encroach on date-line. Break along top of nde to second cinquefoil; also from 

lower left corner of 1. 3p_r3 

Var. 4. Branch-hand opposite e. Branch points at centre of second cinquefoil. 

ib close at bottom. Dots of last colon touch each other, the lower dot half on shield. 

311—r4 337—r4 3327—r4 

Var. 5. Branch-hand opposite space between d and e. Branch points at centre of 

second cinquefoil and terminates near it. Third leaf on left close to colon-dot. Fourth 

cinquefoil nearer pole than head. Lower line of b prolonged to left of upright, b 

over a cinquefoil. Lower dot of last, colon mostly below b and well clear of shield. 

Lower date-line lighter than upper and not continuous. 

Die-crack through second, third and fourth cinquefoils to pole; another from knee 

of goddess through right side of first cinquefoil. 4 ‘ 

This very rare reverse is not found in Hall’s printed list. In his later notes he 

records finding a specimen after twenty years search. 3317_rs 

neverse s. 

* INDE ; « « * et — LIB : <, 

Vai. 1. Branch ends a little above second cinquefoil and points at border. First 

1 low. e in et leans to left. Second leaf on right of branch long. 

Bieak from milling to front of head. Crack from milling through third cinquefoil. 

Ijfc+r '■ *' - ' 
3330—si 
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Var. 2. Branch ends above second cinquefoil and points to border. Second leaf 

on left long, e in et slightly high, the top leaning to left. Lower dot of last colon 

nearly all below b. First 7 of date encroaches on date-line. 

Break from upper left corner of i. 33®—s- 

Reverse u. 

• 1NDU • “ * BTLIB 

Apparently re-cut from the die of reverse p, the stars having the appearance of 

trefoils. Letters all badly formed and double cut. Arm holding branch consists of two 

parallel lines. Date weaker than in reverse p and date-lines further apart. 

Only one specimen known. 16r‘—u 

Reverse aa. 

» FNI)E . * * ET LI li . * 

p punch used instead of i for first letter of legend, n double cut. Lower line of 

both e’s long. Right arm of t too long,^reaching nearly to top of l. In etlib t and I 

high. j x) 0^ 32r>—aa. 32s—aa 

Reverse bb 

X INDE : - + + - - + - ETLIR : 

Crosby gives this reverse in the combination 26—B. With exception of the final r 

instead of b the legend is the same as reverse a. In some cases it is difficult to determine 

whether the final letter should be described as b or r. As well defined examples of this 

reverse do not seem to occur, it is probably a duplication of reverse a. 

Reverse cc. 

sr INDE : •©-<=— ss ET-LIE : 

Legend the same as reverse k, except final letter. 

Var. 1. Branch-hand opposite d and space between d and e. Top leaf points at 

large dot of ornament. First scroll clear of goddess, ir successively low. The final r 

looks somewhat like an open b, the tail not curving to right. 371—cc1 

Var. 2. Branch-hand entirely opposite n. Top leaf points to large dot and ter¬ 

minates a little above the colon, et on higher plane than lir. r like open b. Lower 

dot of last colon all below r. 3711—cc- 

Reverse del. 

INDE: »e-<r- * et-lik: * 

Crosby combines tins reverse—his I)—with obverse 37. The legend is identical with 

reverse HH except the final letter. Compare remark under reverse bb. 

lie verse ee. 

INDE : ** ET-LIR : 

Branch-hand opposite d and space between n and E. Top leaf points to large dot 

and terminates near it. Lower dot of last colon between tail of r and shield, and close 

to both. 39"—ec 
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Reverse ff. 

** INDE : *■* ET-LIR : * 

Legend same as reverse 1, except final letter. 

Yar. 1. Top of highest leaf above right edge of colon. Index finger of pole-hand 

long and prominent. Second e touches pole-hand. Tail of a sharp. Lower dot of last 

colon mostly below r. Lower date-line broken above figure 1. 3313—ff1. 34_ff1 

Var. 2. Top of highest leaf opposite right edge of first colon. Fleurons right of 

head nearly unite, e distant from pole-hand. In etlir t high and r low. Last fleuron 

touches shield. / (• L '' 36—ff2 37u—ff- 391—ff2 

Reverse gg. 

• INDE : « « « ETLIR : ft 

Legend same as in reverse t except final letter. 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil high. Lower dot of first colon near prominent leaf on 

left of branch. Last cinquefoil touches shield. 

Break from fourth cinquefoil to milling. In some combinations there is a break 

from waist to d and thence to left to n. 311—gg1 33u—gg1 3320_-gg1 3338_ggi 

Var. 2. Leaves of branch distant from first colon, t high. Last cinquefoil well 
separated from shield. 

Break from shield through last cinquefoil and above ir to milling. 

3317—gg2. 3331—gg2 

Reverse hh. 

* INDE : ft * « » ETLIR : ft 

Legend the same as in reverse Z except final r instead of b. 

Var. 1. The three cinquefoils after inde about equidistant. Last cinquefoil partly 

on shield. Tail of r sharp and close to lower dot of colon. Last colon very low, the 
lower dot part on shield. U ,r #, ' ’/y 

Die-cracks from foot along top of ind; from milling across shield; from date line 

through date. ;; fT 30—hh1 

A ai. 2. Wider spacing between third and fourth cinquefoils than between second 

and third. Last colon and last cinquefoil clear of shield. Base line of first e touches 

lower dot of colon. Tail of r short. All figures below line, 

3312—hh2. 3323—hh2. 33«3—lih- 

Reverse it. 
* inde : ft * * Ei'iui: 

Leaves of branch irregular. Nine on left side opposite colon. A short line extends 

to left from top leaf. Last colon weak, the lower dot partly on shield. 

A slight crack from bottom of first 1 in iib to upper sash-end. 41_fi. 

Reverse kk. 
* INDE : * ft * ETI1B : * 

Var. 1. Branch-hand mostly opposite space between d and e. Lower dot of last 

colon partly on shield. Last star distance from colon. 26 kk1 40 kk1 

t 

j 
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Var. 2. Branch-haud opposite e. Lower dot of last colon well separated from 

shield. Last star near colon. 42—kk2 

Reverse AA. 

* INDE : + -+ + etlib: 

Letters large. Branch-hand opposite upright of e. Branch points between the 

arms of second cross. Hyphen to right touches third cross, tl close at top. b partly on 

shield. Lower dot of last colon entirely on shield. Pointed end of upper sash opposite 

upright of t. 26—-AA 
Reverse BB. 

X INDE : + —+ — + ETLIB • 

Letters large. Branch points at lowest part of second cross. Branch hand oppo¬ 

site right part of e. b partly on shield. Period close to shield. 46—BB 

Reverse CO. 

+ INDE : —* - ¥- -+- etlib: 

Letters small. Top of branch opposite centre of first colon. Last colon clear of 

shield. Last 7 below date-line. 45—CC 
Reverse DO. 

-+-inde: + — + — - + - et-lib : 

Hyphen to left of first cross distant from goddess, tlie one to right touches the 

cross. Hyphen between et and lib joins the right top of t. Branch-hand opposite 

space between n and e. Top leaf points to second cross and is close to it. Lower dot 

of last colon touches shield. All figures touch date-line. 21—DD 

'' Reverse EE. 

» INDE : « - « •- — • ET-LIB ; « 

Branch-hand opposite right part of d and space beyond it. Top of branch touches 

lower dot of first colon. Cinquefoils rather distant from colons, d low. 3330—EE 
N ' ^ JZL 

Reverse FF. 
-+-1NDE: ++ + et-lib: 

Letters small. Branch-hand opposite d. Top of upper leaf opposite centre of colon. 

Lower dot of last colon clear of shield. 1 and both 7’s below date line. Slight break 

from e in et to edge. 24—FF. 53—Fh 

Reverse Cr Gr. 

- + -inoe: -+=+- -+- et-lib: 

Letters small. Branch-hand opposite d and space between nd. Branch has twelve 

leaves arranged in triplets. Top leaf points at lower dot of first colon. Two hyphens 

between second and third cross, the upper one sometimes weak. Hyphen to right joins 

fourth cross. Wide spacing in ind. 38—GG 

Reverse HU. 

-se- INDE : *• ET-LIB : * 

Legend the same as dd except final letter. 

Branch-hand opposite space between nd. Top leaf very close In lower right corner 

of e. Hyphen in et-lib short. Lower line of b weak, in most specimens making the 
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n look like r. This circumstance doubtless explains Crosby’s reverse I), which has been 

retained in this list as dd. Unless some other difference should be discovered in the dies 

the reverse dd should be eliminated. 37,:i—Till 37s—1111 

Reverse II. 

« INDE » » « I» ETI.I H » 

Legend has six cinquefoils without other punctuation, inde widely spaced. Letters 

in etlib irregular, the e and b low-, b from altered r punch. Date-line triple. 

Break from milling between third and fourth cinquefoils. 

33-2—H. Ryder Collection. Unique 

Reverse KK. 

» INDE : s> ■» ® ET UIB : tt 

First e altered from an f. Lower part of u imperfect, probably altered from an i. 

First colon inclines to right, the dots large and well spaced. Figure 1 low leaning to 

left. Lower date-line defective. . vL 33,J_KK 

Reverse LL. 

* INDE : + * * ET • I III : * 

Stars with blunt rays. Upper leaf on left of branch close to colon. Wide spacing 

between ii. Corner of e touches pole-hand. A short line just right of the space be¬ 

tween the dots of the first colon. 37*—lb. 3712 ll 

Reverse NN. 

* INDE : * * 4. ET • LIB : 

Stars with blunt rays. Legend similar to reverse n, except period substituted for 
hyphen in et.lib. 

Var. 1. Branch points left of second star. Second leaf on left points at lower left 

corner of e. Top of e in ^t above top of t. Last colon slopes to right, the lower dot 

small and near shield. Thft date-lines heavy and merging together at both ends. 

*' ’ ’ 16-—NN1 
Var. 2. Branch points at centre of second star. Third leaf on left points at up¬ 

right of e. Top of e in ET about in line with top of t. lib low. Lower dot of last colon 

more distant from shield than in Var. 1. Date-line quadruple, the lowest line light and 

running through the tops of the figures. Small 8 in date. L 16«_NN- 

Reverse RR 

INDE : ET-L1B I 

Branch-hand opposite space between d and e. Top leaf points at centre of large 

dot. b low and apparently altered from it. Tip of last fleuron touches shield. In date 

1 high, last 7 low. / . ( | J~— 377—RR. 3710—RR 

Reverse SS 

® inde : » — — « ET • lib : « 

Cinquefoils heavy. Top leaf points at lower dot of first colon. Lower left corner 

of e in et above opposite wrist of pole-arm. First 1 high, leaning to left, t high. Last 

1 below date-line. 3330_gg 3330 gg 
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Reverse TT. 

— « —INDE : » » — « — ETLIB o 

Dr. Hall describes this reverse as follows: “Specimens examined four. Traces of 

other hyphens. Bottoms of i and n in same curve. Wide spacing in ind. Branch points 

at lower period of first colon. Branch-hand opposite upright of d and space between 

n and d. Hyphen to right connects with fourth cinquefoil. Cinquefoils heavy.” 

3712—TT 

Reverse VV. 

INDE ETLIB . 

Branch-hand opposite lower right corner of e. From Dr. Hall’s later notes. 

H—VV 

Reverse WW. 

ET LIB INDE 

Dr. Hall’s later notes. 

UM 

1‘—WW 

A 

Liberty reversed, holding staff with Liberty Cap in right hand, branch in left. 

fSrt- 36 er-ciii; c- 

1788 — OBVERSE 

Obverses 1 to 6 inclusive have mailed busts facing right. 

Obverses 7 to 13 inclusive have mailed busts facing left. 

Obverses 14 to 17 inclusive have draped busts. 

Obverse 1. 

auctori connec 

Smallest head of the year. Same as obv. 1 of 1787. 

Obverse 

* AUCTORI • CONNEC * -- 
Stars with five sharp points. Period distant from i. Break connects first star 

with foot of a. Later breaks from lower left corner of mail to border, from top of 

wreath to border and from last star to milling. 2 D (RJ) 

1—I (R«) 

? 
/ f 

Obverse 3. 

* auctori * * CONNEC # 

Var. 1. Stars with six points. First star double cut. Top of wreath projects 

considerably above head. Last star near mail. 31 Bl 

Var. 2. Similar to Var. 1 but no double cutting of first star. 3-—B^(R5) » 
'1' i,,, .'</ . • ' jt c o £ t . / B-y. /., ». / 

Obverse Jj.. 

AUCTORI * * CONNEC + 

Var. 1. Stars witli six points. First star over head. Second star near top leaf 

of wreath, connec widely spaced. u -i 41—B1 (R5). 41—K. (R1) 

Var. 2. Second star about midway between top leaf of wreath and c. First c in 

CONNEC low. f; T -30 4-—R (R°) 
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Obverse 5. 

* AUCTOKI # ♦ CONNEC * 

Stars with six points. First star close to both mail and a. Tail of r joins base of 

i. nn widely spaced. 5—B- (R5) 

Obverse (!. 

AUCTOKI # * CONNEC * 

Stars with six points. Stars distant from letters. Tail of r heavy and well sepa¬ 

rated from base of i. Break or imperfection in die, connecting lips with chin. A rare 

variety seldom obtainable in good condition. ' 6—H (R°) 

Obverse 7. 

» AUCTOKI. * * CONNEC * 

In this and the five following obverses the mailed bust faces left. Stars with five y .{ 

blind points. First and last stars touch mail. Twelve leaves in triplets, a slopes to 

left, nn wide. Curved break from lowest curl. 7-—E (R4). 7—F (R8). 7—K (R5) 

Obverse 8. 

AUCTORI. * CONNEC » 

Twelve leaves in triplets. Period after i close to forehead. Defect, resembling 

a misplaced period, on the lower curve of final c. connec weak, the die showing in¬ 

jury. Same die as obv. 12 of 1787.^ t ■ ) 8—K. (R5) 

Obverse 9. 

AUCTOKI CONNEC * 

Star with six sharp points. Wreath with seven outlined leaves. Some specimens 

show tops of two 8’s incused above head near upper leaf. Coarse, serrated milling. 

9—E. (R4) 

Obverse 10. 

AUCTORI * * CONNEC # 

Stars with six points. In obverse 6 which has the same legend the bust faces right 

and the features and style of bust are quite different. 10_C. (RD) 

Obverse 11. 

• AUCTORI 

Stars with six points. First star near a. 

Last star distant from c and mail. 

* connec * 

Point of second star barely touches head. 

11—G (R-) 

Obverse 12. 

* AUCTORI * # CONNEC * 

Same punctuation as in Obv. 7 except that stars have six instead of five points. 

Var. 1. First star midway between a and mail. Third star partly in head. Three 

benies in wreath. Short line from lower fillet-end. When connected with Rev. E this 

die is generally found badly shattered on the head and in both fields. 

12<—E(R3). 121—F (R3) 
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Yar. 2. First star near a. Third star clear of head. No berries in wreath. 

122—C (R3). 122-—E (R3) 

Obverse IS. 

« AUCTORI * « CONNLC * 

au widely spaced. Last c large and low. Last cinquefoil distant from c. 

13—A1 (R4) 

Obverse Vf. 

» AUCTORI « » CONNEC « 

Draped bust facing left. 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil near point of bust, its upper edge about in line with the 

top of a. Second cinquefoil to left of hair. Last cinquefoil connects c with toga. Most 

letters closely spaced, c touches head. 141—L2 (R4) 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil opposite middle of a. Second cinquefoil entirely above 

hair. Last cinquefoil between the ends of the toga. Legend widely spaced, c in 

connec clear of head. 142—A2 (R4) 

Obverse 15. 

o AUCTORI * » CONNEC. » 

Draped bust facing left. 

Var. 1. Third cinquefoil close to head and much nearer to c than to wreath. Last 

cinquefoil between ends of toga. Lower fillet-end points to period, which is a little 

nearer c than toga. Scratches in die extending downward from tail of r and base of 

i. Break from nose along left edge of o. ■' M /;! !■ r 151—L1 (R4) 

Var. 2. Third cinquefoil rather nearer to wreath than to c. Last cinquefoil partly 

above end of toga and midway between period and toga. Period opposite upper fillet- 

end. Break from milling touching final c. 152—P (R4) 

Var. 3. First cinquefoil high, nearly half under and distant from bust, a small 

and low. ct wide, c very close to head, o more distant, ec close. Break from milling 

through left part of final c as in 152. Only known specimen in poor condition. Canfield 

collection. 153—P (R°) 

Obverse, 10. 

» AUCTORI. » » CONNEC. e 

Draped bust facing left. 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil high, partly under bust. Second cinquefoil distant from 

period and hair. Third cinquefoil nearer c than wreath. Last cinquefoil near end of 

toga and partly above it. Last period below fillet-ends, o in connec distant from head, 

co rather widely spaced. / 

Good specimens show an additional cinquefoil, probably accidental, within the 

drapery near the centre of its lower edge. 16'—D (R2). 161 -—TI (R2) 

Var. 2. Cinquefoil large. First low, entirely left of bust. Second and third near 

wreath. Last cinquefoil high, partly above end of toga. Last period opposite upper 

fillet-end and mostly below c. c clear of head, o rather distant, nn widely spaced, 

162_0 (R4) 
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Yar. 3. First cinquefoil high, about half under bust. Second distant from hair, \7*7 

fr 
IL 

partly above it. Third nearer c than wreath. Last cinquefoil distant from togu, close JV**"4 

to border. First period partly below i. Upper fillet-end points to last period. First 

c large and high, auc more widely spaced than following letters, c partly on head, o 

close, leaning to left. Break from toga to a point near lower fillet-end. lG:t—N (R-) 

Yar. 4. First cinquefoil a trifle high, entirely left of bust. Second distant to left 

of wreath. Third high, distant from o and wreath. Last cinquefoil nearer colon than 

toga. Both periods below letters, c touches head, o rather distant from head and a. 

164—L- (R4) 

Var. 5. Letters small and light. First cinquefoil about half under and touching- 

bust. ri more widely spaced than other letters of auctori. First period small and dis¬ 

tant from base of i. Third cinquefoil much nearer c than wreath, c just touches head, 

6 not so close as in 16°, but closer than in 16L Letters in connec irregular, the first N 

high, the c low. Lower fillet-end points at last cinquefoil. 165—H (R4) 

Var. 6. The die of 165 recut. Letters much heavier, the i especially thick and 

badly shaped, r and i closer than in 165. First period close to base of i. Last period 

close to final cinquefoil. Lower part of c on head, o very close. Lower fillet-end oppo¬ 

site last colon. 16°—II (R5) 

Obverse 17. 

•> AUCTORI. 0 » C'ONNLC. » 

Draped bust facing left. First cinquefoil entirely left of bust and rather near a. 

Last cinquefoil between ends of toga. Both fillet-ends opposite final c. First c in 

connec clear of head. Final c low. Last period below fillet-ends and close to end of 

toga. 17—0 (R5). 17—Q (Rr-) 

4 

'N ? M* 

1788 — REVERSE 

Reverse A. 

« INDE 6 ET » « $ LIB « 

Var. 1. d large and extending above the other letters in inde. Leaves of branch 

crude. No top leaf. A small twig from top of stem points to lower right corner of E. 

et close. 

Break downward from knee touching i and first cinquefoil. 13—A1 

Var. 2. Bottom of d below that of e. Leaves better formed. Top leaf just below 

the middle of the base line of e. et and lib widely spaced. In date 78 low. 14-—A2 

Reverse />. 

INDE * ET LIB 

Var. 1. Star after inde low. Branch-hand opposite right part of e. Second leaf 

on left points to the star. In date both 8’s slant to right. Heavy serrated milling. 

3l—Bl. 41—B1 fa' 

Var. 2. d wide. Branch-hand opposite e. Second leaf on left points to lower 

right corner of e in inde. In date 1 distant from 7. 32—B2. 5—B2- 
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Reverse C. 

INDE # ET LIB * 

Branch-hand opposite right part of n and space between n and e. Top of branch 

points to right of first star. 1 and last 8 encroach on date-line. 

Break from last ^inqtteftril downward to edge opposite lower part of shield. 

10—C. 12-—C 

Reverse D. 

INDE * ET * LIB * 

Branch-hand points at first star. Top of branch points at base of t. 

Breaks at e in et, and i in lib. Also later at foot of Liberty and from b to shield. 

2—D. 161—I) 

Reverse E. 

INDE * ET * * LIB + 

Branch-hand opposite E. Branch points to lower left corner of e in et. Branch 

curve of shield and from last cinquefoil to milling. 6—H. 161—H, 163—II, 16°—II 

Reverse F. 

INDE * ET * * LIB * 

First star near e in et. Third star between head and pole. Last star low. Branch 

points at edge of first star. A line parallel to the upright joins the left corners of B. 

r l • 7—f! 121—F' 
cl, -7. G J) U> . -fr, h. i ftL* r Li R, 

Reverse Cr. 

INDE « ET * » LIB. * 

Branch-hand opposite space between d and e. Branch short pointing 

Third star between pole-hand and l. Both 8’s slope to right. 

to edge of star. 

11—G 

Reverse H. 

* INDE. « * « ETLIB. o 

Branch-hand opposite d. Branch points at first period. Fourth cinquefoil between 

head and pole, inde widely spaced, etl close. 7 low. Die-cracks occur from d to a 

point below knee of goddess, thence downward to edge; along top of etl; through lower 

narrow with small leaves. Coarse milling. 7—E. 9—E. 12’—E. 122—E 

Reverse I. 

INDE x ET • LIB x 

tl widely spaced. Same die as Crosby’s reverse B of the Vermont cent of 1788. 

1—T VI fUj,c 7 £2 

Reverse K. 

* INDE * ET # LIB * 

First star much nearer to i than to foot. Star between t and l close to both letters. 

First i imperfect at top. Branch ends opposite right corner of e. 4l—K. 7—K. 8—K 

) 
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Raverae L. 

9 INDE • ET 9 • LIB. • 

Var. 1. First cinquefoil near foot; third between head and pole; last close to lower / 

part of shield. Branch broad. Top leaf opposite middle of upright of e in et. Two 

bow-strings below hair puff, lib wide. lb1 L' 

Var. 2. First cinquefoil about equidistant from foot and i. Second cinquefoil low, j 

opposite face. Top leaf near upper left corner of E in et. One leaf on right touches 

lower left corner of same E. e low in inde, high in et. Last period distant from B. 

78 low. No bow-strings. 141—L-. 164—L- 

Reverse M. 

INDE • ET # * • LIB. » ^ 

Crosby gives this reverse combined with Obv. 15. Have met with no specimens. 

Reverse N. 

9 IN DE. ® * • 9 ETLIB. 9 

Branch-hand opposite d and space to left. Top leaf points at first period. Last 

period half on shield. 8’s high and widely spaced. 

Occasional specimens are found on large planchets, the dies showing wear. On /I 

these pieces the periods are elongated and the lettering fine and irregular. The pole- 

hand and parts of the date-line are lacking. . 163—N 

Reverse 0. 

9 INDL. ET » e 9 9 LIB. * 

Branch-hand mostly opposite space between l and period. Top leaf ends between / 

e and t. Last cinquefoil distant from period and shield. Bow-strings below hair-puff. 

Pole has Liberty cap. y 162—0. 17—0 

Reverse P. 

9 INDE • ET 9 * 9 * LIB. * 

Branch-hand opposite period. Top-leaf points at t. Last cinquefoil distant from 

period and near shield. 15-—P. 153—P 

Reverse Q. 

9 INDE • ET ® 9 9 LIB. * 

Branch-hand opposite space between e and period. Two bow-strings below hair- / 

puff. A plume curves downward and backward from top of hair-puff. 

Irregular break from lower right corner of e in inde to first cinquefoil. 17—Q 
.-~*7 U£ rip r 

Reverse R. 
HT ■{? 

X'fpNDE*'*' * ET ^ LIB 9 

Top of upper leaf of branch about opposite lower right corner of d. Specimens 

too poor for better description. ’ J t 42—R 

W" l' - /7S8 
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LIST OF VARIETIES AND COMBINATIONS. 

1785 

Obv. Rev. Rarity Obv. ltev. Rarity < >bv. Rev. Rarity 

1 E R4 3s K- R8 G2 F> R4 
*) A1 R8 4' F4 IT G8 G1 R3 
2 A4 R8 4- F4 IT G3 G2 R4 
31 A8 R8 43 A- R8 G4 F6 R5 
S1 L R4 48 I) R4 G4 I IT 
S2 L R8 44 C R4 G4 K1 R5 
33 F8 IT 44 D IT G5 M R5 
34 F1 R8 51 F6 R4 7 I) R8 
34 F- R8 5* F6 R4 8 I) IT 
35 B IT G1 A1 R8 

1786 

Obv. Rev. Rarity d)V. Rev. Rarity Obv. 
1 

Rev. Rarity 

1 A R4 5s B* R* 58 O2 R8 
21 A R8 5s G IT 59 B’ R4 
21 D* B° 58 N R3 59 Q IT 
2'2 D2 R8 54 G R2 51° L R4 
3 I)1 R4 54 N IT 510 P R8 
3 I)4 R6 54 O1 IT 511 R IT 
4’ G R2 55 M R8 512 L R6 
42 R IT 5C M R8 G K IT 
51 II' R8 57 II1 R4 7 17 R° 
52 IF R5 57 O2 R6 8 O1 R° 
52 I R8 58 F R6 
52 ()2 R8 58 IT2 R8 

1787 

Obv. Rev. Rarity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

i Obv. Rev. Rarity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

Obv. Rev. Rarity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

I1 A R* P-A 8 N R8 8-N 15 F IT 15-F* 
l1 VY IT (P-VV) 8 O R3 8-0 15 R IT 15-R 
r2 C R8 12-C 9 D R4 9-1) 15 s R8 15-S 
18 L R4 18-L 9 E R4 9-E 1G1 Ml IT lG’-JM1 
14 W W IT (14-WW) 9 R R8 9-R 1G2 NN1 R4 1G2-NN 
2 B R8 ‘2-B 10 E R8 10-E 168 I2 IT 168-L1-2 
3 G 

L 
IT 3-0 IP E IT 1P-E 1G4 n R4 1G4-N* 

4 C 4-L IP Iv R8 1P-K 166 n R8 1G8-N' 
5 P IT 5-P ll8 K IT 16s )> IT 
G> M IT G'-M 12 Q IT 12-0 1G8 u IT 
(P M IT G2-M 13 D IT 13-D 16° NN2 IT 
7 I IT 7-1 14 II R8 14-H 17 or5* R8 17-G‘-3 



Thk State Coinage of Connecticut, 1787 (il 

1787 

Corresponding 
Rarity 

Corresponding 
Obv. Rev. Rarity 

Corresponding 
Obv. Rev. Rarity Numbers Oliv. Rev. Numbers Numbers 

in Hall in Hall in Hall 

18 s' R8 18-G'-1 337 .2 c 337-R>-2 3329 Z7 R4 338®-Z-7 
19 g4 R2 19-G>-4 337 r4 R8 387-R!-4 3 329 gg‘ R4 3388-G2-l 
20 a2 R8 20-A'-2 337 Z10 R8 337-Z-10 383° EE R6 3389-EE 
21 DD R4 54-1)1) 33“ Z18 R4 388-Z-13 3380 SS R8 83:,9-SS 

a'2 R® 22-G‘-2 33s Z19 R6 338-Z-19 338) gg2 R6 88:i7-G2-2 
24 g3 R4 24-GJ-3 33° 8* R* 331-S1-2 3382 Z18 R! 3385-Z-13 
24 g6 R4 24-G*-5 33‘° Z7 R® 334-Z-7 3 383 Z3 R4 88::"-Z-8 
24 FF R6 24-FF 3310 Z8 R4 334-Z-8 3 388 Z11 R8 3880-Z-l 1 
25 b R8 25-R1 3 310 W6 R8 3384 w2 It® 3381-W-2 
25 m K5 25-M1 3311 Z18 R6 3315-Z-18 8384 Z3 R5 3381-Z-3 
26 a1 R5 26-A‘-l 3311 gg1 R6 33,6-G2-l 3 384 Z11 R6 338,-Z-l 1 
26 kk1 R4 26-K2-l 3312 W8 R® 3314-W-3 8386 Z9 R8 3341-Z-9 
26 AA R* 26-A A 3312 Z18 R* 33I4-Z-16 S388 T1 R8 3383-T-l 
27 a1 R5 27-A'-l 3312 Z21 R® 3314-Z-21 333c rp o R1 3388-T-2 
28 m R8 28-M1 3312 Z24 R8 3314-Z-24 3388 SS R8 3383-SS 
28 n R® 28-N1 S318 Z1 RB 33”-Z-l 3387 Z" R3 3382-Z-9 
28 0 R" 3318 z° R4 33n-Z-6 3388 z> R8 3388-Z-l 
29' a.2 R® 29-A'-2 8318 Z7 R4 33“-Z-7 3 338 Z8 R4 33®*-Z-6 
291 n R6 29-N1 3318 «l R® 33U-Ql 3388 Z18 R8 — 

29‘ i’ R4 29- P1 3318 ft1 R8 3341-F2-1 3388 Z28 R6 33"-Z-23 
29- N R8 3318 bh2 R6 3 311 -11 -- 2 8338 cr<r1 R5 3388-G2-l 
29“ 0 R® 51-01 3314 Z'4 R3 3317-Z-14 3339 Z20 R8 8834-Z-20 
!30 hh1 R2 30-Il2-l ■ 3316 r1 R1 335-R1-l 3389 81 C 3384-S1-l 
80 X1 R8 80-X-l 3318 i2 R4 338-L1-2 3340 Z1 R5 3329-Z-1 
311 gg1 R8 314-G2-1 3318 T2 R® 3 340 Z2 R6 3329-Z-2 
311 r4 R1 SF-R'G 3316 Z16 R1 338-Z-15 3341 Z11 R8 3340-Z-ll 
312 r8 C 312-R'-3 S317 r1 R8 3318-R4-1 3342 Z2 R° 33®°-Z-2 
321 X8 R2 32l-X-3 3317 r8 R8 (3318-R‘-5) 3 348 q R4 3344-QI 
322 x1 C 322-X-l 3317 gg2 R2 3313-G2-2 334S bh2 R4 3344-H2-2 
322 X2 R1 322-X-2 3318 Z24 R8 3344 W* R® 3 3 45-W-8 
32“ X4 R® 32'2-X-4 3 319 Z1 C 3319-Z-1 3346 W2 R5 3348-W-2 
32® X4 C 328-X-4 3310 Z2 R8 3319-Z-2 34 k8 R8 34-K ’-3 
324 X6 R4 324-X-5 3319 q It® 3319-Q‘ 34 ft'1 R8 34-F2-l 
324 Z8 R6 324-Z-3 3320 Z9 R4 332-Z-9 36 k8 R6 36-K‘-3 
325 aa It* 326-A2 3320 Z11 R8 36 I1 R* 86-L'-l 
32" X6 Rs 326-X-6 3321 Z18 R8 (3320-Z-13) 36 ft'2 R5 36-F2-2 
327 X1 R® 327-X-l 3 322 II R8 37' ec1 R2 374-C2-l 
328 a a R® 32?-A2 3328 Z4 R2 832,-Z-4 372 k6 R8 3712-K‘-5 
33‘ Z18 R4 3316-Z-13 3328 hh2 R6 3 321-II2-2 378 i R2 3 7 °-11 
331 Z12 R® 3316-Z-19 3 324 Z'° R" 3322-Z-10 874 k> R1 37s-K '-1 
332 Z6 C 3312-Z-5 3325 Z10 R4 3325-Z-l 0 374 RR R8 
332 Z12 C 3312-Z-12 3325 Z24 R® 3326-Z-24 375 e R2 877-E' 
332 Z17 R4 3312-Z-17 332® W8 R® 3325-W-3 376 k4 R4 37u-12'-4 
3 32 Z21 R® 3312-Z-21 33'28 w® It® 3328-W-3 376 B R8 37U-B 
332 Z22 R4 3312-Z-22 3328 W6 R8 3328-W-5 377 h2 It® 3713-II'-2 
338 W1 R8 338-W-l 3327 r4 R4 3328-R‘-4 378 k2 R2 378-K'-2 
83' q R4 3318-Q-1 3327 Z18 R8 3328-Z-l 6 878 1111 R8 375-1111 
334 Z2 R6 3318-Z-2 3328 Z4' R8 3324-Z-l 1 378 LL R8 37®-LL 
335 rf"2 R8 339-T-2 3328 Z16 R8 3324-Z-16 379 e R8 376-E1 
33" KK R1 3310-K Iv 3 328 Z20 R8 3324-Z-20 3710 RR R4 3710-RR 
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1787 

Obv. Rev. Rarity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

Obv. Rev. Ka rity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

Obv. Itev. Rarity 
Corresponding 

Numbers 
in Hall 

8711 ft2 Ii3 372-F2-2 40 N R8 40-N 46 BB IP 46-BB 
3712 LL IV 37'-LL 40 kk1 R5 40-lv2-l 47 a3 Ii5 47-? 
3712 TT It* 37'-TT 41 ii R3 41-1- 48 g5 R6 48-G'-5 
3713 HH R2 378-HH 42 0 R* 42-01 49 Z1 R8 49-Z-1 
37'4 cc3 Ii6 37H-C2-2 42 kk2 R2 42-K2-2 50 F R8 50- F* 
38 GG R2 38-GG 43 Y c 43-Y (292 °) 51-0' 

38 l2 R3 38 L'-2 44 W4 R2 44-VV-4 52 G R6 52-G 
391 h1 R8 39'-II'-l 44 W5 R8 44-W-5 53 FF R4 53-FF 
391 ff2 R5 39'-F2-2 44 Z'° R8 44-Z-10 (21 DD) 54-DD 
392 ee R4 392-E2 45 1 cc R4 45-CC 55 F R8 (55-F*) 

1788 

Obv. Rev. Rarity Obv. Rev. Rarity Obv. Rev. Rarity 

1 I R6 8 K 
1 

R8 152 P R4 
2 D R2 9 E R4 15s P R" 
3‘ B1 Ii6 10 C R6 16' D R2 
32 B2 R5 11 G R2 16' 11 R2 
4‘ B1 R8 121 E R3 162 O R4 
4' K R4 121 F R8 163 N R2 
42 R R" 122 C R3 164 L2 R4 
5 B2 R5 122 E R3 16-5 II R4 
6 H R8 13 A1 R4 16-6 H R8 
7 E R4 141 L2 R4 17 O R8 
7 F R8 142 A2 R4 17 Q R* 
7 K R8 151 L1 R4 

NOTE 

It seems fitting that the foregoing should not be published without an expres¬ 

sion of the loss which numismatists feel at the untimely death of the author, Mr. 

Henry Clay Miller, on February 6th, 1920. The preparation of the material was 

a great pleasure to Mr. Miller. The completed work shows the painstaking and 

systematic manner in which the task was done. The final manuscript revision was 

finished but a short time before Mr. Miller’s sudden death. Some slight errors 

have possibly occurred in the printed pages through not having had the benefit of 

the Author’s proof reading. 
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THE COLONIAL COINS OF VERMONT 
By HILLYElt RYDER 

Vermont, the first State to authorize a coinage, passed an act June 

15, 1785, granting Reuben Harmon Jr., of Rupert, Vt. the right to coin 

copper. His “ Mint ” was located at Rupert on a small stream known 

as Mill Brook. Colonel William Cooley a goldsmith from New York 

City made some of the dies and assisted in striking the coins. William 

Buel also assisted in striking the coins having removed his manufactory 

from New Haven to Rupert, where in connection with Mr. Harmon the 

business was carried on. It is probable that James F. Atlee also cut 

some of the dies used here. It is said that the Mint finally ceased 

to pay expenses for the reason that the “ British imported so many of 

the ‘Bung Town’ Coppers.” It is possible that counterfeit British 

half pence were also coined here. 

The following thirty one varieties of Vermont cents were probably 

all struck at this Mint. 

1. 1785. Mailed bust, laureated, facing right. 

VEEMON AUCTOEI 

Rev. Seated figure of Goddess of Liberty facing right, holding with her right hand, 

flag surmounted with cap. Her left hand extended, holding scales of justice. (R5) 

IMMUNE COLUMBIA • 1785. 
This reverse is from the die first used with two varieties of the nova constellatio series, 

then with obverse of counterfeit British halfpenny and the above Vermont obverse. 

2. 1785. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains with eight trees. A 

plough in the field below. 

VERMONTS . RES . RUBLII'A • 1785 • 

One ray of the sun points at the period after rios. 

Rev. An eye within a circle from which issue thirteen long rays, alternating with 

thirteen short ones and a circle of thirteen stars. 

STELLA . QUARTA . DEI 1M A . 

One long ray points directly at q. (R3) 

3. 1785. Device and legend similar to No. 2. One ray of the sun points to the 

right of the period after res. (R3) 

Rev. Device and legend similar to No. 2. One long ray points to left upright of ti. 
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4. 1785. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains with eight trees. A 

plough in the field below. 

VERMONTIS. RES. PUHLICA • 1785 . 

jRev. Device and legend similar, but not from same die as Nos. 2 or 3. One ray 

points at left foot of n. (R3) 

5. 1785. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains that appear to be 

thickly wooded. The legend encircles the device and date. The sun rises at the left 

instead of the right as in the other varieties. A line separates the date from the device. 

VERMONTIS RES PUBLICA 1785 

Rev. Similar to Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Instead of an eye in the centre, this has the 

face of a sun. The rays are single, pointed and composed of fine lines of unequal 

(R°) 
STELLA QUARTA DECIMA. 

A number of specimens exist which apparently are counterfeits of this variety. They lack 

sharpness of detail and may he casts. 

1786. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains with seven trees. A 

plough in the field below. 

VERMONTENSIUM • RES • PUBLICA • 1786 • 

The U in publica is double-cut below. 

Rev. Thirteen rays each composed of fine lines of unequal lengths, the points in¬ 

tersecting a circle of thirteen stars. 

STELLA . QUARTA • DECIMA . 

_ One ray points to the right edge of q. (R3) 

_7. 1786. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains with nine trees. A 

plough in the field below 

VERMONTENSIUM • RES • PUBLICA • 1786 • 

The u in publica is double-cut at the left, and the 6 of date close to the plough. 

Rev. Device and legend similar to No. 6. One ray points full to the left of q. 

(R2) 

8. 1786. The sun rising from behind a range of mountains with nine trees. A 

plough in the field below. 

VERMONTENSIUM . RES • PUBLICA . 1786 . 

Figure 1 of date double-cut at the right and the top of same is midway between 

period and left of ploughshare. 

Rev. From same die as No. 7. (R“) 

9. 1786. Crosby’s 1—('. Mailed and laurealed bust facing right. 

AUCTORI : VERMON ; 

Rev. Goddess of Liberty seated facing left, with pole and olive branch. (R3) 

inde • x et : lib : 1786 

This variety is familiarly known as the “ baby head.” 
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10. 1786. Crosby’s 2—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing left. 

VERSION : AUCTOKI : 

Rev. Goddess seated, facing left, with branch and pole. (1C) 

INDK ETLIB 1786 

I 1. 1786. Crosby’s 3—B. Mailed and laureated bust facing left. 

VERMON : • AUCTORI 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left with branch and pole (R4) 

inde : k etlih: 1786 

The extreme rarity attributed by Mr. Crosby to this variety (R,!) is hardly justified, yet the 

few specimens found, whose devices and legends can all be plainly seen are extremely rare. 

12. 1787. Crosby’s 1—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON AUCTORI 

No berries on wreath. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left, with branch and pole. 

INDE ETLIH 1787 

13. 1787. Crosby’s 1—C. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON AUCTORI 

Three berries on wreath. 

Rev. Britannia seated, facing left with branch and pole. (R) 

BRITAN NIA 1787 

This reverse die is so badly worn, that the date does not show. Specimens of counterfeit 

British halfpence may readily be found showing this reverse in fine condition. 

14. 1787. Crosby’s 2—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON • AUCTORI • 

Rev. From same die as No. 12. 

15. 1787. Crosby’s 3—B. Obv. From same die as No. 11. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left with branch and pole. 

inde: k e tub: 1787 

A bad break nearly obliterates the date. (R6) 

16. 1788. Crosby’s 1—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON AUCTORI 

a equally distant from head and u. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left with branch and pole. (R'J) 

INDE ET LIB 1788 

17. 1788. Crosby’s 1— 

Crosby gives three dies of his obv. 1 of 1788. Two of these are described in obverses 16 and 

18 of this list. No specimen of the third die lias been met with. 
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18. 1788. Crosby’s 1—D. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

version auctori 

a much nearer u than to head. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left with branch and pole. (R6; 

* ET LIB * * INDE 1788 

19. 1788. Crosby’s 2—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON • AUCTORI • 

n equally distant from period and head, ori wide. Straight ends to ribbon bow. 

Rev. Liberty facing left with branch and pole. 

INDE ET LIB 1788 

Branch hand points to right of d. Single line above date. (R3) 

20. 1788. Crosby’s 2—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON • AUCTORI • 

n close to head and distant from period. Angular ends to ribbon bow. Small wart 

on bridge of nose. 

Rev. From same die as No. 111. 

21. 1788. Crosby’s 2—A. 

Obv. From the same die as No. 20. 

Rev. Liberty facing left with branch and pole. 

INDE ETL1B 1788 

Branch hand points to upright of e. Single line above date. 88 light, touching 

line. 

22. 1788. Crosby’s 2—A. Obv. From the same die as No. 20. 

Rev. Liberty seated facing left with branch and pole. 

INDE ET LIB 1788 

Branch hand points to right part of n. inde wide, et lib' close. Double line above 

date. 7 low. 

23. 1788. Crosby’s 2—A. Obv. From the same die as No. 20. 

Rev. Liberty seated facing left with branch and pole. 

INDE ET LIB 1788 

Branch hand points to (lie left part of E. Double line above date. 88 high touching 

line. 

24. 1788. Crosby’s 3—A. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON * AUCTORI x 

Rev. From same die as No. 16. (B8) 

25. 1788. Crosby’s 3—B. Obv. From the same die as No. 24. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left with branch and pole. (Bs) 

1788 INDE x ET • LIB x 
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Branch hand points to upright of i>. Single line above date. This reverse is from 

die as Connecticut 1788 No. 1—I. 

26. 1788. Crosby’s 3—B. Obv. From the same die as No. 24. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left, with branch and pole. 

INDE x ET • LIB x 1788 

Branch hand points to upright of e. Double line above date, the two lines 

ing same not being parallel. 

This variety of b is not listed by Mr. Crosby. 

2 7. 1788. Crosby’s 4—C. Mailed and laureated bust, facing right. 

VERMON . AUCTORI * 

Three berries on wreath. 

Rev. Liberty seated, facing left, with branch and pole. 

INDE * ET LIB * 1788 

28. 1788. Crosby’s 5—B. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

VERMON » * AUCTORI 

Rev. From the same die as No. 25. 

29. 1788. Crosby’s G—B. Mailed and laureated bust facing right. 

* VERMON * * AUCTORI * 

Rev. From the same die as No. 25. 

30. 1788. Crosby’s page 372—A. Bust facing right. 

VERMO N * AUOTORI 

vermo close, n distant. Inverted c in auctori. 

Rev. From the same die as No. 16. 

31. 1788. Crosby’s page 192—B. Mailed and laureated bust facing right 

CEORGIVS • III . REX • 

Rev. From same die as No. 25. 

67 

the same 

compos- 

CR8) 

(S) 

(R«) 

(R°) 

(R«) 

(R3) 
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COPPER COINS OF MASSACHUSETTS 
By HILLYEIl RYDER 

An act for the establishment of a mint in Massachusetts was passed 

on Oct. 17, 1786, and on May 2, 1787, Capt. Joshua Wetherle was ap¬ 

pointed to it Master Workman. June 27, 1787, the Council designated 

the devices for the copper coin as follows: — “Advised that the device 

on the copper coin to be minted in this Commonwealth be the figure of 

an indian with a bow and arrow and a star oil one side, with the word 

“Commonwealth,” the reverse a spread eagle with the words “of 

Massachusetts, A.D. 1787.” Most of the dies were made by Joseph 

Callender of Boston. Some were made by Jacob Perkins of Newbury- 

port. These latter in the opinion of Mr. Crosby were those in which 

the letter S resembles the figure 8. 

The coins of Massachusetts are of one type. Of the cents of 1787, 

eight obverse and nine reverse dies are found, of the half cents, six 

obverse and four reverse. Of the cents of 1788 -fourteen obverse and 

fourteen reverse are known, and of the half cents, one obverse and two 

reverse dies. Forty-one specimens are required to show all the known 

combinations. i 

The size of the cent is the same as that of the United States copper 

cent, and the half cent likewise that of the United States half cent; 

also the cent and half cent differ in having the word cent and words 

half cent in the center of the reverse of each respectively. The cent 

weighs about 155 grains and the half cent, half as much. 

OBVERSE 

An Indian standing, facing left, holding in his right hand a bow, 

and in his left, an arrow, between the top of the bow and his head, is 
a five pointed star. 

Legend : common wealth 
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REVERSE 

An eagle displayed, on his breast a shield argent, six pales gules, 

a chief azure ; on the chief, the word cent ; in the right talon is apt 

olive branch, and in the left a bundle of arrows. 

Legend: Massachusetts. 

In exergue, the date 1787 or 1788. ,j~ 

CENTS, 1787. OBVERSES 

Point of 
arrow be- 

Obv. Rev. Rarity Top of bow Bottom of bow Ray of star, points Butt of arrow 
under 

times 
length of 
arrow 
head 

1 
1 

1! R° 4 height of n Left of foot At chin Middle of e 2 
2a F R6 4 do. Near foot At collar Upright of e 2 
*2b A, c, e.6 C Same die. Recut, heavy At collar Upright of e 2 
8 G #[ R 4 height of n Near foot At forehead Upright of e 2 
4 C, D.J R- 4 do. Left of foot Below collar Left part of e 2 
5 I J R6 4 do. Left (“?), light At chin Left part of e H 
6 G R2 4 do. Left of foot Above collar Upright of e l 
7 II R° 4 do. Left of foot 

A-r- AJ-- 
At mouth Upright of e l 

6 G> A** 4r>- / 
CENTS, 1788. OBVERSES 

Butt of arrow 
under 

Point of 
arrow be¬ 
low tunic, 

'Obv. Rev. Rarity Top of bow Bottom of bow Ray of star, points times 
length of 

bead 

1 1) c f height of n Near foot Below collar Upright of e 2 
2 B R3 f do. Left of foot Below chin Right part of e 24 
8 A, E 

<1 (I'? 
1 R To top of N Left of foot At throat Left part of e 24 

4 ) R2 do. Left of foot At nose Right part of e 2 

5 II R6 4 height of n Below' collar Left part of e 2 
6 N R 4 do. Left of foot At collar Upright of e 4 
7 M R | do. Left of foot Above collar Left part of k 14 
8 c - R2 To top of N Left of foot At mouth Upright of k 14 
9 M R5 4 height of N Near foot At collar Left part of e U 

10 L . [jp i do. Left of foot Above collar Left part of e 14 
11 c, E, f( <ZU To top of N Close to foot At chin Left part of e 14 

12 
18 

IF, I, K. M 
N 

,0C 
R2 

4 height of n 
4 do. 

Left of footl^. 
Above, slightly 
to left of foot 

6£\bove collar^ 
At throatPi a 

Upright of e 
T’.eft part of e 

1 

14 

14 J R« 4 do. Touches foot At throat Upright of e 2 

w 
-*/„g. U 

VJ* ^ 

IS -z 

ns *t it 
V 
L- 
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CENTS, 1787. REVERSES 

Rev. Obv. Parity Upper stroke of dash Leaves turn 

Arrows 
barbed 
and not 
barbed 

Barbed point 
ing below 

wing 
Figures 

A 2b c Light 4 lip 10—2 f) Medium 

B i R° Light 4 straight 6—1 2 Wide. 77 high 
C 2b, 4 R- Light 5 up 8—5 5 Medium 
1) 4 R- Heavy 2 down, 8 up 8—5 8 Medium 
E 2b R6 Light 4 up, 1 down 7—3 8 Close. 7 high 
F 2a R5 Heavy 4 up, 1 down 5—4 0 87 close 
(4 0 R Single. Light 5 up 6—4 2 17 close 
H i R° Single. Medium 2 down, 8 up 8-0 5 Wide. 7 high 
I 5 R6 Single. Heavy 5 up 7—(?) 2 Large. Heavy 

$ VP 3 — 6? 
CENTS, 1788. REVERSES 

</*•« k**- i 
L- -rs7 

(4*<. 
Y&' 

Obv. Rarity 
Upper stroke 

of dash 

A 8 R Heavy 

B 2 R8 Heavy 

C 8, 11 R Heavy 

D 1 C Heavy 

E 8, 11 C Heavy 

F 11 Rs Light 

G 4C bR1 
Light 

H 5, 12 R 
X 

Light 

I 
“to 

Light 

J 14 R6 Single 

1C 12 R Light 

L 10 C Light 

M 7,9, 12, >5 C Light 

N 6, 18 R Light 
0 17- ** S*«<V 

M and S from top 
of wing 

Number of arrows Figures 
Form 
of S 

m f below 
s below 
m $• below 
s f below 
m L below 
s £ below 
m ^ below 
s ^ below 
m f below 
s above 
m below 
s above 
m f below 
s £ above 

s 1- below 

m below 
s £ above 
m | below 
s above 
m f- below 
s ^ below 
m below 
s ^ below 
m £ below 
s \ below 
m f below 

. s .1 below 

7 close 

8 close 

7 close 

7 close 

7 close 

8 close 

8 close 

10 medium 

6 medium 

7 medium 

6 medium 

8 medium 

7 spread 

10 close 

7 . 

First 8 low 

Spread 

1 high 

78 low 

78 low 

88 wide 

Light 

7 high 

1 distant 

1 small 

78 wide 

1 low 

17 close 
f r 5- 

- 

JL~'J Q.>. e. 

13/Sit /V-/.C, 

Parnate Ca/Js. 
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NOTES 

O 
2 

6* 

1787 CENTS. OBVERSES 

The Indian has an aged face and npromijient chjn. al wide. 

2a 

The Indian has an aged face and n prominent chin. al wide. 1—B (RG) 
W^7^C’ 1 1. 

a.^, The tops, of the letters and/the lower end of the bow, are very light. 
<V c _jp (jjr.) 

2b. From the same die as 2a, the tops of the letters and the bottom of the bow be¬ 

ing more heavily recut. 2.t-S £rUK’ji$' 2”_C (R5)- 2-E 

3. A defect similar to^ajperiod before c and two smaller onesmfter lower part of h. 

3—G (R) \\ a n /1/Vm close. P-i■'-'.'A 

/J 4. Tiledndiaii has a bowed head. A tassel mmr the top of each boot. No grass near 

feet. 4—C (R) 4—D (R2) 4~J [* 

-*■? <o ,s>, & 

5. The Indian is stout and slightly bowed. 5—I (R°) 

6. The Indian is stout*amL stands erect as in Obverse 2, 3 and 7. ea wide. 

6—0 (R2) 

7. The Indian is stout. The die is broken under mmo and again under alt. 

xi>. -4c. 
A. The ‘‘homed eagle” so called from a break over the eagle’s head. Two small 

twigs on the branch. Sixth-arrovo from right touches tip of wing. Period under head 

f lowest arrow. H wL-’ • 2"—A, (C) 

Upper outside ide leaf touches tip of wing. Period large and near s. use close. 

tjJ-B (Et> 
. Lowest leaf has slender, sharp point. Point of lowest arrow pierces period, ss 

2"—C (R5). 4—C (R) and et Avide. 

D. Second outside leaf points to left upright of m. Fourth barbed arrow touches 

tip of wing. An arrow, not barbed, next to first or lowest one, points directly at period. 

4—D (R2) 

E. Point of upper leaf touches second feather in wing. Small twig on left of 

branch below claw. Period equally diWa^J/drom s and point of first arroAV. Many ar¬ 

rows joined. , J 2'’~E 
O ^ ^ 

j J .._ F. The only variety of cent or half cent in which 1 he eagle grasps the arrows in his 

right, talon and the olive branch in his left, and the only one in Avhich the letters cent 

Q.j? are raised upon the shield instead of being incuse. The second and third leaves from the 

J right of branch almost or quite touch the Aving. ma close. 

***" ■ 

2"—F (R°) 

V 
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G. Third arrow long, piercing tip of wing anti terminating slightly to right of 

same. Period under point of first arrow. 3—G (R), 6—G (Ra) <7 . 
H. Arrows with small and distinct heads. Fifth arrow points to tip of wing. Pe¬ 

riod large. Letters poorly spaced, chu and se wide. 7—H (R°) 

I. All arrows with heads. Period large. 5—1 (R«) 

j /I* /Q MA$S4Ctft>se~rrs «*c»T. 

^ R.SKS -- 

1. Right side of arrow head, double cut. Center point, resembling a period or 

button, at middle of lower part of belt, om closer than on. 1—D, (C) 

2. Axtow head divided lengthwise. Ground does not extend to left of bottom of 

2—B (R3) bow. we wide. 

3. Small die break between n and top of bow. e leans to left. 

4. Lower end of bow rests on left edge of the sod on which the Indian stands, co 

close. 4—-G (R2) 

3—A (R). 3—E (R) 

v-r [se*); 

5. See table. Specimen for description, not available. 5—II (R«) 

6. Die break from top of bow, extending up and to right. A smaller break from 

right of bow, just under right of n. th close. 6—N (R) 

7. Lower end of bow terminates midway between toe anti left edge of sod. mon 

wide. *• 7_ 

8. Lower end of bow terminates at left edge of sod and even with top of toe. Right 

leg defective at top of boot, om wide. 8—C (R2) 

7—M (R) 

9. Bo 

10 

evenly spaced. 

In fine specimens, a small 

1 1. Indian slim and tall. Minute die 

lower right part of same, mm close.. ai< wide. 11—C (R). 11 

upper right j ' ' 

tf?* 

weal? connects upper rig 

—M (Rr')' 

e seen in upper right part of e. Letters 

<r7=n / io—l, (C) 

E, (C). 11—F (Rr‘) 

gilt part of e with 

t of same, mm close., a 

)J 'iTKj 
12. Three folds of tunic in front of Indian’s left leg and two folds in front of his 

right, ea wide. 

*»/ / '(p 

12—11 (R). 12—1 (Rr‘). 12—K (R). 12—M, (C) 

I 3. An obverse not listed by Crosby. Bottom of bow terminates in a sharp point 

not touching the ground. Comparing it with Obv. 6, the other obverse found with n : 

mon is closer, bow is farther from n and the arrow head farther from leg than in Obv. 6. 

co wide. 13—N (R2) 

14. This obvei'se is not listed by Crosby. The Indian is stoxxt. and stands erect. A 

grass to the right and two small tufts to the left of the Indian and three 

: (Jd*- 

(/J S • 

*g~t. 

7^1^ ■ SptyJ'i VJJ-' uiJLjjf. aC'^jKX^rJ-L 
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spears of grass between his feet. Tunic has six folds instead of the usual seven, mm 

wide. alt close. 14—J (IP1) 

REVERSES 

A. Top of branch touches second feather in wing. Second arrow points to tip of 

wing. Fifth arrow points to tip of second feather. Sixth arrow lias no barb. Seventh 

arrow points to tip of third feather. 3—-A (R) 

B. Second arrow points to tip of wing. Fifth arrow points to tip of second feather. 

Die break midway between wing and bottom of first t. 2—B (R3) 

C. Top leaf touches second feather. Bottom of branch terminates in a leaf-shaped 

loop. Point of second arrow touches wing slightly above tip. Fourth arrow points to 

second feather. Eagle’s leg points directly at period. Letters irregularly spaced. 

8—C (R2). 11—C (R) 

D. Top leaf almost touches second feather. Lower right leaf touches leg. Third 

arrow points to tip of wing, s about evenly spaced between t and period. 1—D, (C) 

E. Lower left leaf joins eagle’s claw. Point of first arrow, midway between tip of 

wing and period. Point of third arrow touches wing slightly above tip. Fifth arrow 

points to tip of second feather, ma close. 3—E (R). 11—E, (C) 

F. Top leaf almost touches second feather. The two outside leaves are under the 

two uprights of m respectively. First arrow points to tip of wing, as close. 

11—F (Rr*) 

G. Top leaf touches second feather. Point of second arrow touches lowest feather 

of wing slightly above the tip. Period equally distant from first arrow and s. 

//-£/?* 4-Cx (R-) 

H. See table. Specimen for description not available. 5—II (R°). 12—II (R) 

I. Point of first arrow equally distant from s and period. Point of third arrow 

touches tip of wing. Letters irregularly spaced. First a nearer to s than to m. The fig¬ 

ures 88 lean to left. 
12_1 (Rr>) 

J. This reverse is not listed by Crosby. No leaf or arrow touches wing. First 

arrow points at period. Fourth arrow points at tip of wing, s much nearer to period 

than to t. The only reverse of Ihc year with a single date liiu^^jjp 14—J (R") 

K. Point of first arrow is close-to lower right of s. Third arrow points to tip of 

wing. Fourth arrow almost or quite touches lowest feather of wing, ma wide, etts 

wide. 12—K (R) 

L. In addition to the eight arrows listed in the table, there are four others without 

barbs. The arrow without barb between flu- third and fourth, is the one that points to 

the tip of wing. The sixlli arrow points to the tip of second feather, ma and sa close. 

$y\AA*rX ^ (Jb* 

[U (J. (V.9.K cdt. F'Vt 
7 j 

10—L, (C) 

J 



/U7 ^ -Q(Zt - o-P (W^) 

A yju^uvs/ stcZZ? (^£) <rv (jtf &ZZ • 

' w' 
4/A\./vf r,,K Copper Coins of Massachusetts 

M. The arrows show ten butts, the seventh and ninth being shorter than the others. 

Tlhrpoint of fourth arrow touches lowest feather, above the tip. Period small, and near¬ 

est to point of first arrow, and equally (jisfcmt from point of second arrow and s. 

7—M (R). 9—M (IP'). 12—M, (C) i1 ^Z . 7— 1V1 .(it). It—M (K"). 12—M, (11) yi 

N. The only variety without a period after s. A minute die break issues from 

back of eagle’s head, level with eye. 

O *, 

period after s. A minute die break issues from 

0—N (R). 13—N (IP) 

/<, -ro. 

,S-*1 ^ 

£ HALF CENTS, 1787. OBVERSES 

Obv. Rev. Rarity Arrow head 
One ray of 
star points Butt of arrow under Grass 

1 I) R4 Small. Below tunic At collar Middle of w None 
2 A R8 Large. Below tunic At eyebrow Right foot of w Thin 
3 A R5 Small. Below tunic At collar Between w and k Thicker at right 
4 B, C C Small. Below tunic At mouth Left part of e Very thin 
5 A R- Large. Half below tunic Above collar Right foot of w Light 
6 A, D R6 Large. Half below tunic At throat Between w and e High. Light 

-dfzA. 

HALF CENTS, 1787. REVERSES 

Rev. Obv. Rarity Dash Outer leaves turn Barbed arrows Below wing Figures 

A 2, 3, 5, 6 R Double Up Five (?) medium Two Wide, medium 
B 4 R5 Double Down Six, spread Four Medium, heavy 
C 4 C Single Up Seven,spread Two Close, heavy 
D 1, 6 R2 Single Up Eight (?), close Three Wide, light 

HALF CENTS, 1788. OBVERSE 

Obv. Rev. Rarity One ray of Star points Butt of arrow under G rass 

1 A, B R At nose Left part of e Very light 

HALF CENTS, 1788. REVERSES 

Rev. Obv. Rarity Outer leaves Barbed arrows 
Pointing 

below wing Dash Figures 

A 1 Rc Nearly straight Four 
1 

One Sharp ends 88 high 
B 1 R Turn up Five One Blunt ends Last 8 high 

1787 HALF CENTS. OBVERSES 

1. Both arms of the Indian are small at the elbows. Arrow is in line with the 

first stroke of w. Right leg defective at knee, and just above top of boot. 1—D (R4) 

2. Three spears of grass to left of bow, three to right, three between feet and three 

to right of Indian. Letters well and closely spaced except oo which is slightly wide. 

Die break inside of right leg. 2—A (R3) 
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The arrow is about in line with the third stroke of w. The arrow head is small 

and without point. Body is defective, from under right, elbow to/belt. on wide. 

3—A (R®) 

4. The arrow joins tunic and E. -Bowwis midway between c owl [in] innbreak 

over right foot. L ~~~~ B*Tj^)- 4—C, (C) 

5. The arrow is \i line with the third stroke of the w as in Obv. 3, but differs from 

it by having a large po\ted arrow head. Die break inside of left leg at knee. 

5-A (B*) 

6. The arrow joins tunic and e as m^Otns^T but differs from it, the bow being 

nearer to the Indian than to c. Die break_from leftism of e to border, over right top 

°f X \ 6 A (R6). 6 D (It5) 

REVERSES 

\ die break connects stem of branch with eagle’s tail! Break, resembling a pe¬ 

riod, between arrows and eagle’s leg. Point of first arrow midway between the tip of 

Eagle’s wing and period. 2—A. (R3). 3—A (Rr>). / 3^-A (ID^). (3—A (R°) 

u>■ 

V 

B. The second arrow points to period, nearly touching/it. Fourth arrow touches 

tip of wing. A small^ie bgra)^ in 'Igoiij ol'^igh-'n Jn'ijfa~m^y)ossibly a double cutting of 

it. US and et wide. 4—B (R3) 

4! 

C. The second leaf touches the lowest feather in wing. The top leaf touches the 

tip of the third feather. Point of first arrow touches period. Two arrows touch wing. 

The longest arrow points to the tip of third feather. —r£4—C, (C) 

D. The branch has in addition to the usual four leaves, three small twigs, one to 

left of and near the top leaf, one to right of and below top leaf and the third to right, of CO 

the branch, below the leaves and touching the eagle’s claw, ma close. 

1—D (ID). (5—D (ID) 

1788 HALF CENTS. OBVERSES 

1. The arrow head touches the tunic. Letters regularly spaced. 
/\ i—A (ID). 1—B (R) 

REVERSES 

A. Counting all arrows, barbed and otherwise, six aye shown, above claw. Five 

butts only show below claw, ac close. / 706 w /f 1—A (R«) V 

B. Counting all arrows, barbed, and otherwise, seven are shown above claw. Eight 

butts show below claw, ac wide. '7§8 1—B (R) 

In all varieties of the half cents of 1787, the branch has four leaves; in both varieties of 1788 
it lias live. 

i 
A 

C 

/P 
A. 

i. 

/'> 

\ { 

Yr 
iX 
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